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ABSTRACT 

. This paper stresses- the environment'al dangers that. arise. in the 
development process from a heavy reliance· on pur,e market regulation. Environ
mental degradat!o? (manifested in "int~in~ic" and "outer" e:~tern.::lities)· ,is ·not 
corrected, and1is even aggravated, in~a marke~ syst~m if sp~cific forms of 
intervention, which limit the free play of_ the market, are not adop~~d. A 
market-oriented devel9pment _patter~, moreover,' invokes a ti!lle.ho:riz_on geared 
to short-term capital accum~lation .. Ubiquitous capital .can·be combined with 
resources to- realize.rapid -~ppr~<:latiC?ns ~n va~u«: even although thos~ resources 
may ~ecome quickly e~hausted. The same (appreciated) capital can then be · 
disengaged and reinvested e-lsewhere, but the resources may have gon~ forever; 
The capital acCUI\}U·tat~on time horizon is thus shorter than the ecologic~l one. -

' • • • 'I • • • 1 ' 

u ' 
But there is an important socia~ _dimension t<;>. the disharmony o'f man and 

;resources. The capital accumulation process benefits th9se with capital', 
whi.le at_ th~ othe·r end of, the scale,· the poor Are also neglectful! of. the __ 
longer-term impact on ~he environment of ·.their own actions since they res~ond 
to ·a short~term .logic .0£ survival·. In either case shd~t-ternt .interests are 
liable to.inf~iet ·permanent harm_ on longer-term prod~ctive capacities, to 
the detriment of collective welfare. In ~n unfettered_market system, an 
unequal distribution ~f income al~:?o ·leads to'dist0rted consuoption patterns. 
The alloca-tion of- scarce· _resources ~e~ g. land) is determined by, crit;:eria of 
purchasing power, _and the restriction of a~cess to_ them by the poor compounds 
their envtr<;>nmental misery~ 

The achieveme-nt of greater' harmony between man and, his environment ' 
h~s important implications for plann:;._ng institu-tions in developing countries. 
ivhat is required is a flexible, multi-level planning system that provides· 
for greater freedom of action at· the intermediate and local levels. Ffexibility 
should ·apply npt only t-o the relationship between the'se levels, but dso to 
the multi-disciplinary ~P.proach of environmental~y~so~nd planning, which should 
recognize t;:he potential comple!Ilentalities, as well as the co_nflicts, of the 
impacts of different projects on all aspects of socio-econoi:nic development.· 
The paper argues f.or projects and programmes to be considered from- a f_uU 
"contextua~" a~gle_._- · 

Environmentally-sound development planning requires improvement~ in 
information, and implies t·he need' for studies, both of an :l,.mpact and' prqspective 
nature,-the latter desiKned to o~ientate ~he conception of projects and · 
programmes. Another important cond-ition is the spreading of· infopnati·on of 
environmental consequences Qf.development. This objective can be f~rthered 
through wider-p~rticipatio~· i~ the planning process, for which t~-p~per 
strongly argues •. Enhanced participation is also. a more satisf(,lctory means 
of giving vent to' social preferences which is vital to envirorunentally-sound 
'development. However, compl~te a"utonomy f~r preferences expressed1·at· the 
grass-roots level is not advocated, since enl.ighte~ed middle-level public 
decision-making bodies must retain powers of guidance an~ evaluation. 
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The aim of this paper is to examine certain.methodological,and . . 
institutional aspects pertinent to considerations of the environment in t· . , I . , , 

development plannfng. It might be t,ho4ght possible to present and evalqate 

metho.ds designed to en~ure the consideration of the· enviroQme~t in isol.ation. 

from-th~ over-all framework into t.rhich these. methods ought to fit, as if 

there ~a~urally existed inetho~s that ca'n be said univers~lly good or bad. 
' ~ t • ' 

But this is an illusion, for. the autonomy of the methodological discussion 

is .. in fact .limited. Hethods are aimed at :i.n~ivi.du.al actors in soCie'ty 
' . ' 

. with g.iven· insti.tutional aqd soci~l positions, and havfng specific objectives, 

problems ·and capacities. The usefulness .of the rne·thods d'epe.nds ·on· their 

'capacity to r.espond on one hand to the situation as welr as the role of 
' 

these -,~tors in.tlte $ystem of development planning; and on the other hand 

to' the prevailing regulatory system ~h~ch governs the beh~viour of: these 
. " .. 

actors~ Hence for example, in. market economies. methods of raising returns 
• I • ' 

to investment are linked, to ·the institutional reality of'private companies 

seeking' to: maximize profits in aO: economic context g~e:rned by the commercial 

. exchange o.f facto~.s of production, goods and se~ices. A transformation of 

. the institutional frame and .the ,means of regu~ation,. and changes in the 
~· 

objectives and roles of.~ndividuals in society necessitate ·a· certain ~enewpl 

~nd adapta:tion of the_ methods employ'fd• 

The key·po:i.nt befog made is that the consideration of the environment 

req~ires both a new approach to .. development and a new. approach to planning. 

Fqr the great majority of developing ~~untrie.s. must tod~y confront simulta

neously problems o~ environment related to. poverty and underdevelopment, 
' those linked, ~0 an irtsufficient mastery of hos~.ne natural conditions, and 

those engeildered by man's ow acti,vi
1
ties in t+e.nsforming. his environment. 

/Far 

This, pape_r is a translation of "L' e-n.vironnement et la planification 
du developpement: ·.aapects 'methodologiques et instit;:utiorui~ls". 'fhe author 
is indebted to ·Dr. Ian Little and Prof.essor Maynard Hufschmidt for their 
stimulating and sensible comments on. the preliminary draft' of this paper; 
they permi'tted him to enrich the text and to·improve the exposition of 
ideas, alt;hough so~e fundamental 'dis'agreements remain~ The author· al.so 
thanks Professor Ignacy Sachs for his assistance throughout the prepa!ation 
of thi,s paper. · 
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Far from resolving these dive·rse types of problem, the current styles of 

development emphasizing-growth while putting aside numerous social costs 
I 

'including those of the environment have often resulted in raising the 

standard of the environment of the maj~rity of the population rather li~tle 
' . 

and. have· in some cases provoked a serious degradation,· while imposing grave · 
I 1/ · 1 ecological risks in· the long-term.- Thus although socio-economic .deve opme_nt 

is necessary for resolving numerous environmental problems (Founex Meeting 
' ' I 

1971) and for meeting the needs 0~ the population, the results of imp~tient 
- I 

growth strategies overemphasizing the needs of accumulation ·have proved~ to 

.be negative on both these scores. What is .now at stake is to devise styles '-' 
' 2/ of development that fully integrate.environmental considerationrr and assume 

what might be termed a "needs logic". 
I 

' . 
Thence the planning aims, .-principle~, ·organization and institutions 

must be rearranged to become tools able to promote these rtew styles of . 
development. In the light of this reorientation the methodologic~l di~cussion 

achieves meaning. That· is why this I paper ~eeks t·o emphasize not· ·so much ·the 

methods themselves as the possible components of a new planning approach 

which responds to the needs to consider the environment. On that basis, 

we can tackle the problems posed by'fitting the methods proposed 'for consi

dering the environment to these nel-l orientations. 

With thi,s objective in mind, we cannot escape some theoretical issues, · 
' 

particularly in regard to assumptions·about.the market as a_regulatory system. 

The author, while acknowledging the historical imp<?rtance of ·market systems, 

insists upon the need to. emphasize the importance of institutional contexts. 

We do not reject ~ p~iori the use :of p~ice devices :for incorpora~ing environ

mental considerations in certain socio-econ<:>mic contexts or in cert'ain fields 

of decision, the contrary of whi~h would be an~vay unrealistic. But they 

are seen as ~n~ component in. a more compleJ:e set of appropriate regulating 

mechanisms and practices. In particular, we-must clearly distinguish between 

the global social logic of market sys~eD:IS in predominantly capitalist economies 

(such as the logic· of conc~ntration of capital and power) and the price· mecha-

nism as a technical-device 9~ allocating resources and'regulati?g individuals' 

behaviour in certain delimited conditions. 

/I. 

, ];./ J.P. Milton and T. Farvar ed., The Careless TechnologY - E-cology 
and International Development, (New York, the Natural History Press, 1972). 

: Jj I. Sachs, ''Environment and styles of developmel'\t 11
, , Economic and 

Political Weekly, vol. IX, No. 21, (Bombay, 25 May 197L~) •. 
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NANIFESTATIONS AND orn:::lNS. OF THE EXTE::?.NALIZATION 
OF THE ENVIROID-:ENT 

i. Hhat'is 11 the environment"? 

It; is first necessary to define what "the.environment11 is to mean 
I • I 

in this paper. Many different conceptions ar~ enc.ountered in the literature, 
. I I " 

but these 'differences depend mai,nly on the choice of reference. In system~s 

theory the en':'ironrilent ~·s \1hat is outside a srstem although being in inter

action with it. At ·th~ societal level, the envir_onment may be defined as 

the physic:al and ecQlogical fact:.ors in int~raction W:ith_ socio-economic ones. 
. . 

Man·obtai~s-a wide range· of resources and ~menities from the environment 
' . 

and discha,rges. his waste ·fnto it; _the enyir.Qnment is also a source of 

disamenit~¢s an~ disease~. The action of·man transforms the environment 

which ~n tno longer be called "natural"~ 

I~ this paper, the consideration of the env:i:ronment in the development 
I . • 

plann:i,ng c,ontext; refers to the c;on~ro.l or regulatioii of the reciprocal 

influences:, action~. and-exchang~s _ betwee? what can be called the Physical 

environme·nt (as opposed ,to the social environment) and. human societies at the 

different :levels of social concern (from the village or 'the city to the level 
·' I • 

· ·of the biosphere). 
i 

. ' 

I I • 

SU;ch interactions bet~-1een man and nature are regulated in very r;lifferent 

ways, acco:tding to whether v1e consider differen·t societies or historical 
. . 

periods, 9r.whet~er we' analyse different kinds o~ mechanism used by one· 

society at any one moment •. There' is often. a tendency' to define the environ-
. . 

ment in relation to one regulating "system", such as private ciwnex:ship, . 

which wouid be ~he case if we equate the en~ironment w'ith public goods as 
. . .. 

it is s~m~times propose~. :):n thi~ case, defining the environment ac.cording 
• I 

to the ways man handles it would not facilitat~· the critical analysis of those 
I· , 

ways. For. exdmple, in our ·perspective, there is no particular ~eason to 1 
. : . . ; 

consider that industri~l p_ollution is an environmental p_roblem only insofar 

as it aff~cts the inhabitants of a·particulat·neighbourhood and not as it 

·affects workers in a factory. With our approac~ to the environment, it is 
. . 

not possible to reduce all-aspects to a single scheme, precisely because the 
I I ' • 

environment comprises di~ferent sor.ts of· go~ds, services ~nd pr'ob.lems and 

because hJman societies use various instruments ,to tackle the~., 
, I 

I 

/From 
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F.rom the development planning point Qf view, the question is not one of 

consi8ering the tr~ns.formadon of the __ e~vironment ("natural w or man.:made) ;per ~' 
but essentially the feed-back of,. these transformations into the evolution 

of human communities and into prese~t, and future social .welfare. The actions 

of man may be positive for improving the environment, as well as ecological 
. ' . . . ' ' ~ " ' . - ' 

productivity (development of the potential of renewable res~urces)_ and 

amenities -(protec_tioq agains·t diseases, sanitation, landscape, ••• ). Never-, . . 

theless, there are also s~rious negative consequences including: 
'· J • 

a) The degradation of the human environment and of livin& conditions, 

b) The malfunctioning and non-functioning of urban $ystems, particular
. ly in respect of aspects of overcr_owding, 

c) The risks for individual health and for collective genetic s~atus 
·provoked· by· the wider use of processed products· and by various 
forms of'pol+ution (chemical; radioactive• or deriving from.heayy 
metals, etc.), 

d) The intensiv~ use of non~renewable natural resources which can be 
I . J 

considered from the point of vie~.r both of the risk of exhaustion ·· 
and scarcity\ relative .to needs, and of the, -risk of going beyo~d, 
the "outer limits" 3/whi'ch determine the conditions ne·cessary to 
maintain global equilibrium, particularly in respect of climate. 

I . 
In this conn~xion, serious uncertainties ar~se from the growing 
consumption 9£ the ener~y stock (hydro-carbon and nuciear),_ with 
the possible; consequences for global thermic equilibriu~.. · 

e) The pennanen~ al~eration or des-tructiot;l of the capacity. of regenera
tion of renewable resources (such as cultivable soils and forests) · 

' brought on eJther by the disruption of the. cycles that. maintain 
the renewabl~ capacity,· or by over-exploitation, or by the trans
formation oflecolo%ical conditions, or lastly by increasing-sterility 
resulting-fat example from the encroachment of urban development 

I • 

on good agri¢ultural land. 
i 

· Generally speaking, these problems arise as the joint result of.' human 

activities-and of naturkl occurences. Even natural disasters such as torn~does 
and flooding are aggra~kted ,in their severity' and. frequency by human activities. 

I . 
or by environmental mutations inspired by man (e.g. deforestation on th~ 

slopes of the large riv~r basins of Asia and its impact .on· f19oding through 
I • . 

the modifica-tion of the; hydrolog_ical regime; the. social consequet;1ces of 

flooding are amplified ~y -~he ~ncreasing occupancy of flood plains in response 
.. I '- • 
·: /to 

-----.-. __ _., ,. : 
3/ w.H. Matthews ed., Outer Limits. and Human Needs, .(Uppsala, .'.the Dag 

Hamm~rsk}old Foundatiori, 1?76). Though c_oni:roversial, the concept. o·f outer 
limits is useful becaus:e it stresses the fact that the scale·.of human a-ctivities 
is such that, for: ~he f;irst time i:n history," they may interfere with global 
equilibriums of the pl~net. It is worth noting also the ~mpirica~ value of the 
concept at ~egional le~els where "local" diosruptions may have dramatic conse-
quences (st;'e the proble,ms of desertification). . ' 

See also M. R. Biswas and A.K. Biswas ed., Food Climate and Man, (New York, 
John lililey and sons; 19;79). 
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to migratory incentiv~s). Thus· environmental ·problems are socio-economic 

in nature tn two senses. First, iri terms_of the-socio-economic consequences 
I 

of·these problems and second; in terms of-the socio-economic resl!lons which 

help to p~ovoke ·them. '· ' 

: · 2. ·Factors at the origin of enviroruaental prob~e~s 
I . 

1 
S~nce e"'irc>tfen_t~i. p~_o"lems are no_t t~e._,re;sul~ of inevitable natural 

'processes, it is necessary• in order to c;le·t;ermine ho-w they should be integrate-d 
. , . , I ' 

int_o development .. planning,· to _seek t~e 
. .- I ' 

or.igin and ask why these ptoblems were ,. . 
s·<?cio-ecoriomic -factors being at' their 

not taken into acco-unt ~ ~ so that 

they may .not appear o~ may be limited. 
I 

I·n discussions on the interaction between growth and the· enviroru:1ent 
I ' 

the blame. has often been 'pu~ on ecqnornic .expansion, PC?P.u1ation increase a:~d 
. . - ~ 

technology. Without reviewing this debate in detail i~. is nevertheiess worth 
I 

. I 
noting that .the effect of the~e apparent causes, of envit:onmental degradation 

dep~nds on the socio-economic context in which ~hey C?Pera~e. Thus for example, 

the ~nviro~ntal impa_cts of population gro~th are likely to be ve;cy different 
- • I 

a~cordin~ to ~hether the distr~butioQ. of incomes Of 1. th~ access to resources 

and 'factoirs of production, particularly cultivable land, are very unequal. or 
. ' ' . . . ' 

not; similarly, it may be ·noted' that choices of techniques are made by 
•• I • • ' ' \ • 

individual ac~ors in accordance-with a ~egulatory system which depends on 
"" I \: ' ......._ I , ~ 

existing social and institutional_structures (e.g. ,patterns of land holding, 

extent of commercial p~od~ction and of the monetary e~onomy etc.). He~ce, 

it can b~ seen that if _the causes' of e'nvironinen·~al prgblems appear to reside 

in su~h fact.ors as production technology, th~ ultimate res_pons.ibility lies 

with socia-economic means of control and regulation and the corresponding 

institutional-structures. 
I - I 
In view of ~he compl~xity of ecological processes ( sqch as 'threshold 
I - I . 

Of cumul:ative .ef~ects; th,e multiple intermediary· chains ·of causation within 
• I ' : I ' ' Jl 

ecologic;al systems,· and the te~poral and ·sP.at:l,al reltlotertess of ini~iating 

actions :.fr9m imp~cts) the importaqce -assumed by u~certainty and ignorance 

of the--'~n.suing- cons~quences of· activi~ies for the envi~o~ent should 1 be . '. ~ . ' \ . 
considered as a ma]o'r. issue. These diffi-culties, ·which are most visible at 

I. 

the time that concrete actiono are taken, should be considered as substantial 
- I . 

adc;litional obstacles, implying the need.' for specific decisions tools- and 

· /planning 

.. ~ .. • 0 
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I . 
planning attitudes. In tth:i!:s light, ig~orance should not be considered as 

a fundamental cause of e~virorunent.al degradation. Even perfect forecasts·· 
, , I • 

of environmental consequences would be ~ar from sufficient to ensure that 
I , 

they are· adequately taked1 in~9 account by the actions of individu,als. 
I . ~ 

3.. The ex.terdalization of 'the. envi~onment: ~1outer" .~n'd 
l "intrinsic11 externalities 
I . 

This being so, eqviro~ental problems need to be tackled ba-sically 
I 

as the. consequences of tlie fact that some interactions between man and his 
. I 

milieu are not considered adequately by pe~ple in thei.r decision-making 
4/ I 

framework.- The ·workings and the scope of thi's "e~ternalization" differ 
·I 1 

according to the specifi4 characteri_stics of each society; hence, given 
. I 

the diversity of ecologiqal situations, n is difficult to propose a .universal 
. "' , I . 

analysis 'on how environmental problems ·arise. Howev,er it is possibie at 
, . I . 

the theoretical-level t~~distinguish two types of extern~lity process which 
I 

c;an be observed to. be· combined in mos·t concrete problem's.. These are "outer 

externalities" and 11intrtnsfc 'externe.Hties" 2J I , •. 
"Ojter externalities" are defi-ned by the 

I 
are outside the pfesent field 

I 

fact that certain p~oc¢sses 

of influence of the prevailing regulatory 

system that guides or goVerns the.socio-economic behaviour of individuals. 
I • ' 
I 

Bei~ not regulated, these proce.sses can develop and create environmental 
I .. • problems. 
I 

'This idea of "outer externalities" must 'be_understood to have a 
i.. ·- . 

general application to aay tY\>e of regulatory system. In ·a ceritraUy pli:mned 
• • I • 

·I 
economy, it-would apply ~9 processes or factors which do not enter intQ cost 

accounting o~·into definitions of the objectives imposed on producers. In 
. I I . . . 

a traditional non-moneta+Y economy where land is a collective good, it would 
I . • 

apply to the activities ?f individuals which fall outside the purview of 

collective rules of land: utilization and collective work organization. 

I • /In 

'- - I . 

~/ o. Godard 
in A. Ternisien ed., 
1975). 

andji. S·achs,' "L'environnement et la planification", 
Environnement ·et Qualite de ·la Vie,- ~Par~s, Guy le Prat, 

I , 

what 
• with 

some 

5/ The term "externality'·' is used in this paper in the context of. 
- . I · · I · 

we call the externalization of the environment; it is not to be confused 
I • 

the specific neo-classical concept of "externality" although there·is 
I . 

relationship. ~ 
I 

: 
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I~ the context of marl<et economies, this idea· is inherent in the 

neo-class~cal concept of technological external effects;2/which identify 

the direct interdependences outside the control of the market, and manifest 

themselves directly~s variables of the utility or production functions. 

Such direct uncompensated interdependences can exist because certain products 
' ' 

of the environment (goods, amenities) are not privately owned, whereas 

ot-mershi,p rights are· a condition for_ their incorporation i)lto the market 

regulatory system. This concept of external effects is useful in market 

econo~ies in envisaging t~e many types· of circumst~nces in which individuals 

'make .an ,un;regulated use' of free or partially publi~ goods: utilization of 

natural resources, er..1ission of pollutants into the environment, the enjoyment 

of en~ironmental am~nities-etc. It is worth recall~ng that- the existence 

· of these external effecta imperils what is conceived of as the optimal 
' ' I , 7/ 

allocatioa of resources by the .market.~ 

The main.interest of this eoncept.of 116uter extey;nali.ties" is to 

shov1 that ·a great· part o_~ ~nvirol}IIlental problems do not ~rig~nate in~~ 

upcertainty ~bout imp~cts, and.to open the way to splutions of internalization 
' ' - \ 

by r~i~troducing the externalities into the field of influence of the 

regula~ory system. Examples in ~h~ market context are pollution emission 
-

charges, firles for nuisances, tolls for the use of public ,goods and so on. 

These sol~tions, fa~oured by econo~ists, have beeri par~ia~ly adopted.in. 
- ' 

many coun~ries and have been considered as the ba.sic environmental policy 

instruments by the O.E.C.D. goverruaents. They constitute real p~ogress in 
' ' 

that 't;hey, introduce regulations w·here there w~re ·none before. As to whether 

or not they are adequate and sufficient depends on the problems. Generally, 

ho¥Jever, ~e must acco\mt for the often ignored second type of externality: 
' 8/ 

the "in.trinsic externality".- .-

/As 

6/ T. Scitovsky, "Two· concepts of external ec-onom:tes", Journal of 
Political Economy, vo1. 62, blo. 2, 1954; E_.J. Mishan, "The postwar literature 
-on externalities: an interpretativ~ essay", Journal of Economic· Literature, 
vol. 9, N9. 1 (~arch 1971); J.J. Laffont, Effets Externes et Theorie Econo
mi'que, (Paris, Ed. du CNRS, 1977). 

' 7/ R. and N. Dorfman, Economics of the Environment, (New York, W.~-1. 
Norton, .~1973). · _ 

. §./ 'o. Godard and I. Sachs, "Environnement et developpement: de 
1' externalite a 1' integration contextuepe", l'iondes en Developpement No. 24, 
(Paris, 1978).-
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I • 
As far as .the ehvfrortment is concerned, "intrinsic externalities" . i . . . 

are environmental ·probl~ms that arise through·_ the nC?rmal, unfettered 
I . . . 

functioning of a· prevai~ing regulatory system, and .not becau,se. of its. only 

partia~ appli~ation as tn the ~ase of "outer exter~alities"~ The yery '· 

existence. of "intrinsicl ext~r~alii:;ies" _is t~e eJtpression of som~ deficiency 

o{ the particular regul
1
atorY. system concerned. in the context in which it is· 

applied. When. adopting! a historical perspective, it .~s. often apparent that 
I . . . 

this deficiency.embodiea in the regulatory system is·not disfunctional till 

a· certain period when i!t _b~comes: a so.urce ·of contradictions in the so~io~ 
I . I' 

economic system, becaus:e 'of the processes :i.t has created and/or because of 

·.~he trans,formations bf ~t1he. technica~; economic~l, ~ocia,l or. ~emographic 
variables o~ the societ·y. The very pl:'obletns that· the l."egulatory syste~ 

. I , 
should permit society to avoid are then ~reduced by this system.. This is 

I ' 

why.we describe them b~ the seemingly contradictory terms of "intrinsic 

externali·ties". 
I 

It seems that ~hi.s concept may have a wide field ·af 'application. We 

may analyse the .. bureau~ratic phimomenon :j.n this _way. Bu~ we may also consider 

how tradit;_ional econom~e~, whic.h succ~eded at time~ in maintkining a stable· 

equilibrium with their!physical environme~t and the resources it contains, 
I 

.have known growing_difficulties and have finally been condemned to'disappear 

. or to ·change their .modJ ~f P.rciduction and the correspondin~ ·~ules of re.gulai 

tion. On the other ha*d, it ts' common to observe that the .introduc~ion of ' 
I . ' 

a new regulating system, e. g. the monetary economy·, intp tradi'tional econamies 
. . I . . . . 

h?S led to a. change in i the rati~nalit;y .. of peasants. a!ld to the aban~onmen~. _. 

of certain functions o~ regulations traditionally assumed and for which · 
I • . . 

subst~tutes have not emerged under the new monetary regulations (long fallows 
I . ' 

giving pasture to pastoralist an~ assuring the renewal a~· humu~~ secu~ity 
I 

stocking of agricultu.r~l products and so on). The. dramatic process of de~Jer":' 

tification of the Saheiian region in Africa can be .seen.as the j~int-product 
I 

of "outer" and "intrinsic" externalities embodied in the past efforts of 
'I I / ' 9/- t· ' 

development in that re~ion.- · 

/When , ... 

J..Fsee·ttie doc~ents of the United Nations Conference on Desertifica:
tion, Nairobi, August-~ep~ember 1977.· 
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When cop$idering enviro:nr:tental problems .two tmP'ortant questions 

(which are 'not exclusive.9f others) have to be underlined· in relation to 
11intrihslc ;externalities". They c6ncern processes or-concentration-of-income 

. . 
or ownership distribution, and the social time horizons of individuals: 

a) the regulatory mechani~ms in certain ~coriomic systems (mark~t 
regulations in capitalist econor:iy for fnstance) lead, in certain 
.phases, .to concentrations of income, capital,, means of prod~tction, 
and power distribution. These concentrations are_not neutral 
at all for the environment, though we cannot draw mechanical 
.conclusions. Because they change the conditions of access to 
the means of satisfying 'basic needs, these processes induce changes 
in the rationality of individual behaviour with respect with the 
environment ahd .natural _resources. Pdor peasartt.s ·are often · 

··condemned to overexploit marginal lands because the best ones 
·are monopolized by big landowners emphasizing export crops. The 
Latin-American contrasted situation of latifundia and minifundia 

-leads to both overexploitation and underexploitat:ion of land· 
'resources. In the same way, .. in Haiti, the best lands of the 
plain have been monopolized and the great majority of poor peas'ants 
try to obtain their living from the s1opes' of the hills, with. 

_ c.onsiderable ne.gative impacts on the environment (degradation of 
'the vegeta.tion, e"rosion, .alteration of soils, etc.). Fuel needs 
.for cooking have long been a major cause of deforestation and 
thi_s is· ampl~fied by t.h~ rises i!-1 the -price of petroleum pl;'oducts. 
In A~ian countries, the inequality of cattle ownership is ·a 
constraint on the development of biogas as a maJor component of 
a strategy of c'onservation of the environment and' of natural . 
~esources; the situations of China and India, are very contras-ted 
in this rega_rd. - Thus the distributional consequences of regulatory 
systems are a major source of "intrinsic externality". 10/ This 
i.s not to s.ay that equality as. such is a sufficient condition for 
adequate environmental conservation. In certain cases, -there may 
be some contradictions (in particular when it is necessary to 
lim~t the supply of environmental goods in order to respect environ
mental carrying capacities) but' they often can be overcome. · 

b) Regulatory mechanisms and- their corresponding social structures 
establish and maintain the pre~eminence of a certain social time
horizon :which delimits the field of action of' individuals. 'The 
natu-re of this social time-horiz.on is of considerable relevance 
to environmental probl'ems in view of the gestation, ·which may be 
very long, of the processes of ecologica~ degradation and of resource 
renewal. The question of what determines the social time'horizon 
?'f individuals and groups is a ve.ry cooplex one; cu,ltural factors 

I 
·/are 

10/ For an analysis o.f- the· relationship ben.veen environment a-nd poverty, 
see s. Sigal, "Poverty and pollution", Ecodevelopment News .No. 1, (Paris, CIRED: 
Maison des Sciences de .l' Home, February 1977), and E.P. Eckholm, Losi'ng -Ground. 
Environmental Stress and World Food Prospects,_ (New York, ~f.W. Norton, 1976). 
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are certainly esr.entia-1, but we may emphasize the importance 
of the socib-economic structure·.a~d of the regulatory syst~m 
in which a bertain time concept is alvmys embodied. The 
divergence between the.time.di~ension of ecologi¢al processes 
and the time~c9ncept ca~ried by the regulatory system is also 

.'a major source of 1'intrinsic externah·tY,11
• 

The co,nsideratkon of a) and b) above inches observc?.;tion of the 

implications of conditiions of i.ncome and. access distribution c~m ~h~ temporal 

horizon of indiv:lduals1
: broadly speaking~- the poorest sections of the 

II ' " . : ' . . 

population tend tO aC~ On the. basis of a short-term l_ogic O,f .SUrViVal Which 
I , ' 

i~hibits them from taKing the longer-term results of their actions on the . . I . .. 
environment.into aceo4nt (an important example is given by the spread of 

· · · · I · o • 
slash-and-burn cultivation); the rich, on the. other hand, may seek above 

all large profits and !high rates of return which underval~e·the long~term 
' ' . 
' . 

costs, in· the hyp'othe~ical case where these costs do not remain as "outer 
. ~ - . I . 

externalities~' but reli'ound on them. ·. In .these schematic circumstances, the 
" . I . . . ' I ' . 

prevailing social ~ime-horiz6n .is short-term with ·negative cons.equences 
I . . 

for ecological-and soeial:reproduction in the medium- and long-term. 11 ' 
I . f 

- : I 
Some additic:mc;tl examples. of the impact of "intrinsic externalities" 

within the specific market' context are as follows: 
'! '• ' 
'I 

a) The pollution and inconvenience to which workers are subject. at · 
work are assumed to be allowed for by the labour ma~ket, and 
by wage· levels,. but it is doubtful \vheth~r the level of· pollutiot:t 
reached this way can really be considered as opti~al and whether 
its social costs are really accounted for ·in wages, They shquld 
r~ther be considered as an environmental p~oblem demanding,addi
tional intervention, in spite of what certain economists believe. 
In fact·, in developed countdes, these ·problems have been hartdled 

. partially by the occupational health and safety rules and standa'r,ds, 
mainly through the extra-market· pressure of workers. In many less . 
developed countries, however, whe:re wages. are kept low by suppliE:1S 
of labour far iQ. •excess of· employment opportunitie!'l, there is little 
if any compensatory i'ntervimdon. ·· 

/b). 

11/ Profess·or Hufschmidt noted in his comments that poverty, land 
tenancy Institutvons and capital_ markets lead many farmers to have e~tremely 
short.persona~ time horizons. 
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b) The fact that natur?-1 resource·s can be privately owne.d and. subject.· 

to exchange in the market by no mea.ns prevents them· bein'g over-
, exploited. ' In the case o~ renetvable ~resources,· their capa<?l.ties 
~or regene·ration may ,be exceeded, depending on the relationship 
between the ecologic~.! and the economic time-frames, the latter 
being determined mainly by rates. of return and. the possibility for 

. capita'! to be withdrawn expeditiously from the particular· process · 
'of resources exploitation in which ·it is incorporated. In c~rtain 
case_s. it tnay be more profitable for a ucap:!:tali'st". tq destroy 

·the renewal capacity of. resources by ra·pid exploitqtion fine to 
'invest afterwar:ds in other resources·· or. activi,ties, than to 
I maint~in hiS •,C.apitGll tied tO thOSe reSOUrCeS 80 managed' aS tO 
t.ass~re lorig-term sustainability. Thus the paradox arises whereby 
society may place an im:plicit "preference." on its extinction 

'through _the exhaustion of resourc'es, even- though the possibility 
,-exists of utilizing thef?e resources ·in such a way· as· to ensure 
a -continuous and indefinite rise in. the level of consumption. 12/ 

c) , ?1arket ~djustmen~s'- in the use of . .land· lead to spatial over-
, , co-ncentration and congestion and induce the poorest groups to 

osettle in zones which are. the most insalubrious from the- environ-
, mental' point or vie~~· in ·te.rms of 'pro:Ximi'ty to 'polluting factories 
or other points of waste discharge. 13/ Some•public _control of 
.land could limit this ·envir-onmental segregation and maintain-a 
·better average ~nvirqnment for the whole ·pqpulation. Moreover, 
the market system' tends to thwart the possibilities of improvements. 

·in their environment -benefiting· -these poor groups,· for' upg·r~ding 
. generally brlngs 'with it increases in rents and propex:ty p'incomes 
!which.leads to their removal to even more-unfavourable areas. 
ln these cir_cllinstance~, i~ i~ the regulatory system ·which obstructs 
an impr?vement in the environment-of the poor. .~ 

' The introduction of the concept of "intrinsic. externality"- leads to 
' '· . . '-. ,. . . . 

emphasis on· MW issues about the "interqalizat:i.on" ·solutions. · The environ-

~ntal pyoblems implied at least in part by ~uch ' 11int~ins:i,.c externalities", 
' . 

cannot be worked out by· the extension of the··predoffiinant. regulatory sy~tem; 

on the contrary, they' need sorne restriction or limi~ation o.f the field· of 

influence _of t~is regulatory ·system or of the re~ulatory role it·assu~es 

in that field.' 

Th~s can be obtained·' hy, esta()lishing new regulato~y ·devices for 

c_ertait't types of· d?Ci:sion or by-''.combining ne~>l tools Hith ·.the present OneS 

/ev.en 

·12/ R.M. Solow "The-economics of ·resources or the· resources of 
ec;onomicS.' Richa'J;'d T • .-' ELy .lectuie11

,. American Economic Reviel..r, vol. 64, · 
May 1974e T. Page, Conservation and Economic Efficiency. An approach to 
Iviaterials Policy, (~.nltiDore, Johno Hcpkins; 1977)'. 

13{ It ic the' eener13.l eeoc· C:.f r.lnny uf the l.:'.rge urban area-S of the 
Third t.Jorld. · · 
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. even i.f their respective l<?gic .appears. to be diffe.reqt._ ...... FQr exc,unple, we 

. can combine price'. mecpanisms with .adininis.trative' act;ions. s~t~i:.·ng rules' or 

constraints, or establish,· certa.'in parti·cuiar .institutional. arrangeoents 

for the ~anag.ing ~t some types of resources, and ~o on. .H~anwhile, it .must ' 

be made ~lear that the •i!ain ,consideration is not one of changing· technical 

tools ·-but one of social rational:i,ty. 

There is .. a !)!econd. ioportant issuE!.. ~fhen 'vre consider ''oute.r ~xterna~ 
' 

litiea·'.' and we sug·g~st that~ they' should be in~er~a1ized by· .some extension of 

the :~;egulatory syst.em, are 'tt1.e· sure that we are _not merely suggesting that 

"outer e~·ternalities" be trans~orme.d into ·"i-htr~nsic 11 ones? If. so, we would 
\ . . . 

have introduced .one. regulation whe~e there wa~ none, but which would be in 

.. fact inadequate an'd wouid contribute to the continuing degradat:i,.on' of the . 
I ' ' ' 

envir-onment •. The. questi.on _is all the more difficult because more often than 

,, 

not concrete envirorimental problems are ·a joint product of llou.te.r" and "intrin~ 
' I • I ' ' 

sic" externalities. · '.!;,his .is a· parti'c.ula,rly relevaQ.t 'point for all' IJ.arket 

solutions of intern~liiat~on,. a-nd· also administrati~e ·ones •. 
•, 

' I ' 

The 'ultimate .conclusiqn of thi's "externa~i·zattonn approach to ~nvi;-on-
- ' I " ·• • J '4 ' • • \ ' •,' • • 

mental problems is :that the. _social. pre-e~inence of accumulati-on strategies 
' . ' ·~ . . . . . 

founded upon the· c~mbination of these two types ,of ext~rnalities cons.titutes 
.. ' 

one of ;the fundamental .·causes of envirorimen~al problems.· 

4. The three levels of changes req~ired _in order to 
·-tntegrate considerations of the environment. 

. . 

Practi·cal ·analysis must distinguish three levels of changes at whi~h 
. ' ' 

the integr~tion -·cif the environment must be sdught: 

\ 

. I • 

a) Changes in the mat'eri_a-1 cont;~nt of style~· of flevelopment at the 

I 

level of the socl.al·.ceqtand, as, well· as that of .th& sup~ly of. go~s 
and .servic¢s, i.e. in respect.of life s~yl~s and patterns· of 
,consU!'flption, technolqgic,al choices, u~e of available a·pace and 
'ways 'of ~xploiting resources •. These are· the substantiye changes 
cap~bl_e .of harmonizing envi~orimertt and developo~nt; · · · 

b) Changes in' the regulato.ry conditions .of the· so~io .. economic system 
so .as to -introduce new controls and change othe'r. .. inadequate. ones. 
Th;i.s is one of the· tasks· of a develo~ment· planning sys.te~ acting 
as a future-oriented re&ul~tory system. , However, although the 
purpose of; these. change~ in regulatory condit~ons is to ·bri·ng .ab9ut· 
changes of the first type ··(i.e.· in the material content. of styles 
of development). it must be noted, th~t they s_hould con'form to a 
ne~ds· l?g~c far removed frotq the. past developm~nt.r~tionale. In 

/addition, · 

I 
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.add~ti-on, it should be observed that the regulatory mechanisms 
and practices have more than an instrumental role (assessed in 
terms of efficiency) since they also imput~ certain social values 
~nd 'relationships. Thus they must mee't the constituent values 
of society'. s brander aims in addition to those that indicate 
environmental cons'iderations; 

' \ t I 

; c) Chang-es i'n social and institutional structures particularly in 
respect of· conditions of distribution. ·specifical1y, in many 
situations in which environmental degradation is a consequence of 
poverty Ln a very unequal .distributional structure, considerations 
of the environment are conce·rned primarily with the satisfaction .. 
of basic needs and guaranteeing access to resources and· fac"tors 
of production; also ·often implied is land reform and changes in 
the rights to ownership of resources. 

iBeing able t.o distingu~sh these three levels does pot facilitate 

the task of integrating considerations .of the environment into development 

plannin8. There are many contradictions between the objectives to be met 

and. harcionization is not s<;llnething that. can be. attained onc.e ,for all ( ue· 
secti:on .III). 

The· main question to be ·address~d nol-J concerns the choice ot tools 
' . 

j • t • • • 

able to b~ing about these ch~nges and adequately info~. the·decision-making 

process. W~ shall fi~st point out sooe issues related·to the u~e .of familiar 
' economic, tools and constructs. Thereafter, we shall underline '·1hat we think 

to be the main componentscof a strategic approach to environmentally sound 
. . 

deyeloproent planning, with i~plications for the ~rganization of a planning 

system. 

/II. 
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II. INADEQUACIES OF SOi1E FAlv:iiLIAR ECONOMIC TOOLS 
AND CONSTRUCT~ 

F.:nvirorunent<'ll economis-ts often see)< to resolve environmental problems . . . 
by orthodox means, especially thont;' derived from the neo-classical approach 

to market systems. This is n.ot the place to restate the standard comments 

and critici~ms <?f such a~ approach, but some comments are _in ordcr·concernin& 

certain di~ficulties and issues which have considerabl~ importance for the . . 

environment. The gr_eat danger of such tools ls to transform "outer ex,terna

lities" into 11~ntrinsic11 ones• 

1. SoCle "technical" difficulties or inadeguaci~s 

Develop'ing ·economies are generally very far from the ideal model 6£ 
I 

a perfect' market economy. In the first:_ place,- the spread of the. market is only 

partial, although it oepends on the count.ry; ·monetery· income constitutes 

only a pa~t of real income and- a certain proportion of e~onomic activities . . 
lies outside the marke:t. The e:xtension of the market has often proved 

disruptive both in social and cultural terms and for the environment and 
,. 

the satis.faction of basic needs. It· therefore seems_ -difficult 'to base 

policies on pure market constructs. Internalization tools, such as markets 

of pollution allowances or 'taxes defined. so as to' equate. 'the marginal soci~l 
: 

costs of environmental damage with' ~he-marginal, social costs of depollution, . - ' 

. can only have limi;ed efficacy being restricted to the monetized parts of the 

economy - they can be used tQ ~ontrol transnational ~ompa.nies for exaople. 

They may also be se~f.o.defea-ting if the obligation to pay taxes encourages 

alternative remunerative activities damaging to the environment •.. The willing-
, I - • 

ness of individuals. to· pay doe.s not seem to be a satisfactory- 'induceraent for 

environment~l considerations, as. it is stressed in. a more general way by 
- 14/- . - ) 

the 1:basic needs" ~ppro~ch.-

Secondly, inadequacies_of informatien on ehvironoental consequences 

and on the -resource potent:l:alities of th? envi~orunent_: are considerably more 

serious t:han in' developed countries whether' at the gene~~l ,levei, with respect 

·to-specific ecosystems, or.at the level .of information of various economic 

/agents 

14/ See for instance P. Streeten, "Basic Needs: Premis.es and Promises", 
Journal of Policy 11odelling, vol. 1, 1979. 
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agents and: groups within the population (even if in· some cases, popular 

knowledse 'about the envirbnme~t. constitut~s an ur.derutilized source of 

information) .•. ·. This ·in;fo~t.ion inadeq'uac~ sh~ld' be anothe.r reason. for 
. - - . - . 

prudence i~ the use of the individual willingness to pay criteria and call 
• • ' J ' ' 4 

for specifi..c tools of evaluation and decisions adapted to such uncertainty 

(see s~ctiop III). , ! I 

There· aJ,"e ot):ler characteristics of environmental probler:1s which ma~,. 

th~m scarcely amenable to.current economic constructs. 
I 

Th;a ~scheme qf market internalization of social envi-ronmental costs 
r . • 

requires the ability to evaluate cnv~ronmental costs and benefi·ts associated 

w'ith physi~al transformation~, i •. e·. ,the con·s~quences. of th~se transfot:mat{ons . . ~ ' . . . 
for co_llecthre welfare. ~t. ·als£? requires the abil~ty to id,entify, the agents 

responsibl~ for these transfo~ti~ns. s·o ~~at the social implications of 

their conduct may be imputed to them. Both .requir'ements are/often difficult 

to ·~atisfy ··so far as environmental effects are concerned. 

In' the first. place the ecological consequences of an action or a programme -. ~ . . 
may not ·haye immed,iate clear~cut ililpact's on specific agents or groups or on . ; . . . . . ,. . . . 

. general ·SOC~al welfare •. It is thus difficult to go beyond the specification ,, 
~ . . . . 

of physfcal effects.· Second,ly, _even the specification of 11final" ·physical . . . 
e,ffects is sometimes very har~; we. may Qnly know the pre~_ent ecolog~cal 

process~s'oc~urrfng·without being ·capable of ~oreseeing what will be their 
• ,>. II ' 'I ' ,• ' I • 

result. Tpirdl'1,. E;lnd in like fashion, certain environmental_probleos., becaUS? 

'of th~. ways in which ecoiog.;i.cal 'interad:i~ns combine -· syn~;r_gistic· ,processes -
,• . . 

are the result .of over-all externalities or are th~ consequences.of system 

effects wh~ch ·it is impossiole to reduce to additive components or for which 
, I 

it is imp<;>ssible to identify ~he contribut.ion of each individual actor. except 
•' 

:i.n. an.al;'bi~rary manner. 
' ·' 

.. · However, it is· difficult to consider such situations in the same way 
I 

as if there were .no·social consequences whatsoever. One· of the ·most important 
I I • ,. • I 

issues in ~ncorpqrating envir(!nmen,tal p'roblems 'into development. planning 
'• ' • I ' 

co~'sists i~ knowing how to. treat ·environr.l~ntal effects' and' consequences 

whose s:ycle_. of degradat;ion is continuing_and the ulti~te damage from which 

re~ains, unknow~~ This question·i~ espec;i.ally important when the processes 

may be. con.~:i,<,lered·to be irreversib'le~ ·, New.pla~ning too.ls and /a~titu<3:as: 
,have tQ be' established· for such si~uations. and the l.lSUal economic evaluations 

/schemE'.S 

. I 
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schemes should give attention to this as~ect (see s~<;:-tipn III). ·iri part~c~lar, 

this coobination of irreversibility and uncertainty should lead to. a different 

ti~e ~pproach which is not compatible with the usual succession of short-term . 
optimizations that are part of current internalization procedures. . \ 

\ 

2. Sooe basic methodological issues 

In any economic evaluation, two concepts have a fundamental role. ·They 
• o I • 

.are the willingness of individ1:1als to pay a.s the ·ultim_ate reference of the 

evaluation, and 'the social time preference rate as expressed in discounting 

practices·. Both concepts are at the centre o·f fundamental methodological 

·issues for the environment 'as well as for development planning. 

Willingness to pay and social preferences for the envirpnment. ·Some 

general P'?ints have first to be reviewed. In the' market place, willingness ~9 

pay is the mean·s by which individuals express their preferences about commo

dities suppli'ed. This' expressio'n· of 'individual preferences is direc.tly 
• • .. I 

constrained by severat factors: disposable l,ilonet~ry income; ·e.f·fecd.ve choice; 

the juridical context wl).ich defines the respective tights of individuals .and, 
. 15/ 

in this case, the environmental laws;~ the exten~ of individuals' information 

about the alternative consequences of their choice. · · , 

In a less·direct 

educational and cultural 

;-,. 

way, it depends also on various psycno-s9cial, 

·factors, v1hich correspond. ·t:o influe-q.ees· tied to 

non-economic mechfinisl,lls, _even if their.origin is sometimes properly economic 

(such as th~ attempt of producers to @8nipulate the desires of consumers. 

·/through 

]11 In welfare theory there exist in fact two possible preference 
measures: a) compensating variation (the maximum price one is willing to 
pay)~ b) ~quivalent variation (the minimum price one agrees to receive for 
giving up an opportunity,· good .or right). These tuo measures are quite. 
different, for the second, although not independent 0£ income, is not · 
constrained by it, '-1hereas the first is. One or other of these measures 

. will prevail according to whether it is the 11victim11 or the '!aggressor" 
who is. favoured in the use'· of envirorfrne)lt •. In cer~ain cases the equivalent 
variation may be infinite, as may result for instance from enquiries about: 
the social cost of the noise of big airports. Ag.ain, a possibl~ · dange'('· of 
a new irrigation systeJ:P. in a rural area is bilharzia because of snail infesta
tion of the irrigation canals, (as in the case of the Aswan Dam). The soci_pl cost 
evaluation much depends on which measure is to be adopted.. For. this question, 
first stressed by E.J~ Mis~an, :2.,P.cit., see the develo:rments of D.W. Bromley, 
11Property rules, liability rules and environmental economics'!, Journal of 
Economic Issues, vol •. XII, No. 1, (March 1978). 
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through advertisi~g).l More often than not, the preferences of an individual 

depend also on the ·preferences of others either because of "demonstration". 
'1 

and "soci'al sign" eff~cts or be~ause-the alternAtive consequences of the 

choice depend on. the-courses of actions
1 

chosen qy others. 16/ 

In order to accept willingness to pay as a·criterion we must be . . 
satisfied as t,o th~ social' legitir;:t~cy of- the _various constr~ints or influences 

which weigh oa it·: whether income· distribution is more :::>r less optimal; 

whether. the legal· context is adequete concerning· individual rights and the 

.. environment; whether information of individuals is sufhcient; '\V'hether 
I 

the scope of C?:'P-tions need's to be enlarged; whether there are important 

interdepe~dences betw~en individual preferences. 
I 

Tne ~recess of evaiuati~n thus inculcates 
-<, 

a -logic pertaining to a 

social "s~atus· quo"~ which in fact de1ays solution to some important. environ

mental prqbleos insofar·as they·result from what we called "intrinsic exter

nalities·'·' .• : It is worth- stres.si.ng that this appro~ch is also- contradictory 

·to the.co~ception of social development as a process of structura~ change 

(income di,s.tributi.on, insti·tution and legal framew_ork~ cultural change etc • .). 

In fa.ct - and this point is cri .. ti'cal for the consideration of th~ 

environment - the rough willingn~ss to'pay criterion does find some allocative 

validt'ty for short:term adjustment within the present set of const'raints', 

but shout& be d'ismissed for. all future-oriented actio,ns or for problems •or 

questions (which have a time dimension that- extends beyond the short-term 
j 

and are to an extent .irreversible, as is the case of most environmental 

questions., 
'--

For decisions having· future implications, it seems tha~ two different 

sorts of preferences must be identified: 

/ 

a)- preferences about the change of'· the set of constraints and the 

institutionel context. The preferences expressed within a 

I 

context are by nature different from prefer~.nces witl_l regard to 

changes of that context. It is these kind of "~trategic" preferences 

• which are needed for development plannins and for guiding considera

tions of the environm~nt. It ·is clear that they are more appropriate-
, 

ly expressed through general political processes than via the market, 

/ideally 

16/ We ~ind here problems like Tucker's ."prisoners' dilemma" or the 
"isolation. paradox" and the "assurance problem" analyzed by A.K. Sen, "Isolation, 
·assurance and the. social rate of discount", Quarterly Journal of Economics, 
vol. 81, 1967. ~ 
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ideally through a system of participatory planning. The market 

works within the· 11 rules of; gam~11 whil,e political ~rocesses and 

.participatory planning aim at changing the "rules·of gar:qe" as 
· · . ·. 17 I 
well as working within them.--

b) future preferences, adapted to a ne\-1 context and a ne•i set of 
. ( 

constraints. These fu~ure preferences can never be obta~ned 

directly. but must be derived from. current ·preference~ th~ough 
\ I "• ' ~ 

correction and interpretation. In this. perspective it is often. 

stated that the f1,1ture relative prices· of enviro~ental services 

~~d amenit;i~s a.nd, .· to some degr~e, of natural resources should 

progressively ·grow becauset 

(i) supply will be~ome Sc8fcer through the ~c~:ions of man; 

(ii) demand will increase because rising income levels will imply 
a positive shift of·relative'preferences towards the·environ~ 
ment. as .opposed to material conf?umption; ].&/ 

(iii) t.echnical progress. has ·a~ a.:.symrnetdcal e.ffect on respectively 
the envi~onment and mater-ial cons~ption, since it lowers ·produc
tion co~ts of commodities through productivity gains. 

. . ' ' ~ ' . . 

Even this dynamic approach to social 'preferences .to allow for the-. ' 

\ 

<!Ons'ideration o£ the environnenttin develop~ent p~aiU'!:ing has to be ·qualif~ed 

by additional consider~tions. ' ' 

!f. the present· context' (income distribution, legal state, etc.) is not 
considered to be satisfactory, it may ·be considered better not. to wa,it 
for contextual transformation .before inserting· preferenc·es 'dlfferep.t 
from ct,trrent 't'lillingness to pay into the evaluation scheme. This way \ 
the aims' of limiting the social consequences of the preset).t 'uns~tisfac
tory context can be .met. · Similarly,. if incdme distribution is not' · 
satisfactory, we may want to limit 'the scope of market ~regulation and·. 
prevent market extension to the environment just because it would increase . 
1social inequalitie!;). In th~s ·case, cur.rent willingness to pay cr}.ter~a · · 
wiil be spurned, even though there .are no irreversible .future consequences 
at st·ake. • ,. · · · 

It often seems very difficult to separa~e the act,ions o;r p.r.ograpune·s · 
intended to transform some· components of the .context and·. actions related 
to the current working of the present cqntext. Economic develop~ent 
projects are to be assrioed riot .only to have production obje~tives but 
also to contribute to the ~ore general transformations of the social. 

· /coTJ,text. 

· · 17/ This :i,.s why market preferen~es an(.political preferences expressed 
through participatory ptannip.g cannot be c~nsid~red as symmetri~al, even if both 
·so,rts of.. prefer~nce cannot be_ conceived a:s independent 'from the· social-cul~ural-
political context. · . 

].&/ Under present. patterns of income distributiotJ., the relative preference 
for ·the environment- :i::s generally greater in higher income groups· th~n in lower 
income ones.· But express~d willingness of individual consumers to pay does not 
mean that highe~ income ·groups afe necessarily more dis~osed to take. the environ
ment into consideration than ·lower incoce groups, in spite of the apparent contra-· 
diction. 
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context. This too lioits-~he value of• the current willingness to 
pay crite.?="iOni 

Furthermore, because c.f information problems confronted by individU:al,s 
(access t? information, educational or technica,l. capacity to integrate it, " 
etc~) or because of specific collective interests, individual preferences· 
may ·not:' be the main or th~ only referettce for evalu~tion for decision
making purposes. Both a.spects are likely ·to be ,particularly important 
for environmental problems, ·as i~ often s,..tressed (complexity and .long-
term ·aspects)_. · , . 

Finally, we have to mention the commpnly stressed difficulties about, 
o,n one hand, dubious mone·tary evaluati·ons of some key. qualitative aspects 
of t;he environment (aesthetics of. la::~.c;Iscapes, ·quality of life, and so· on), 
a~.d_ :on the other, the tainting of expressed _preferences ·by individual 
cost-bearing, coQ.s~deratioi.i.s (the '.'free-rider" probler..i). 

1 . .. ' . . -

,The ge~ral conclusion o~ this a~alysis 

pa~ cri.terio.n is of. a li~ted .va:j..ue f~r guiding 

Willtngness 'to pay may be thought bf as ·a bas.is 

is that the current willingness to 
j 

considerations of' the env~ronment. 

'for more elaborate. preference-
\ . ... . . 

··setting procedures taking "~he· preceding qu~lifications into account. · But it· 

i~ ~n. fact ~e.ry diff~cul~ to correct cur~ent '\'v'i.llingnes,s ~o pay'~ preferences 

adequately. :For e~ample, low-income g~oups s~ffering fr.om a ve~y poor environ

ment and limited access to r~sources express low _absolute and relative preferences 
( . ' \ 

for the emriJ;"onment through the willingness t.o pay criterin, while contributing 
' . •\ . . - . 

to tts degr~dation.(bad sanitary ,conditions, po~lu~ion.and ~ad waste disposal, 
. . 

etc •. ). The :usual obje~tion to ··dependence .'OI\ the wilgngness· to· pay fror.1 the 
' . 

income .distribution angle is that wlarmers <..an eive differep-t weights to 
. . . . . I 

thEi various income groups. ·But ir the weighting of willi_ngne·ss to pay can 
) . . ' 

weaken· the d:istortiori's of ·inco~e distribution; it does not _provide a defi~itive 

answer to t~e question of which preferences are to be 'considered, In fact, in .' 
' ' 

·such cases, a combination of ·a ·11basic needsil approach, technic,al "environment.al 

:expert" recommend~tions: pla0:ner. pre.ference'S and participate-;~ ,pl~nni"ng (see 

sect:i.'on VI),' is ~ore likely to give. more satisfactory results than the current 

· .· willingness ;eo· pay appr~acn. · , 

Ano~her important conclusion to be drawn·is that it is not possible to 

adopt 0~ uO:iversal a,pproach to every environoental question. The sorts, of 

preferert'ces ;to· be considerep and the. way they may be obtained depend ·o~ the follow-· 
. . 

This 

.. 
.. are ·there ,important future cons~C.J.'.lences or not? 
-·if so, are' there important ~rapliec irreversibilities? 
- what i's the degre.·e of cv~lective :.:oncern. (loc~l, regional or interna-

tional' impacts)? · ·. · 
- is there any feedback of environmental impacts on natura'! resources 

use (for production or for ba$ic needs satisfaction)? ~ 
-is: there any feedback of environmental impacts on t~e physical·integrity 

state of health of some gro~p of population?• . 
- are ·the environmental effects or goods at stake easily acenable to a 

systeo of privately owned goods? 

sug~est's the importance of how time·is considered. 
, · /Environment, 

I j 
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Environment 2 time and discoun_t.ing. The discount rate currently used 

in private profitability analyses as well as in social cost-benefit analyses 

is generally con~idered to exp~ess ~ time preference from the point of view 

o~'the ·one making the e~aluation. For cost-benefit analysis~ which is 

supposed in its pure ~orm to express the point of view of the whole society?. 

the discount rate is thE:Il consi_dered to 'be the social tiine· _pre~erence rate. 
' Using this tpol that we may supposedly compare processes as various dates 

and. in different time· streams of costs and benefits from the societal point' 

' of view. It. is necessary to elaborate on the re;al meaning· of discounting~ · 

however~ to decide whether this analytical·d~vice is acceptable from"the 

environmental point of view. 

In welfare economics, there are two possible appro~ches· to the social . . 
time preference ~ate. The first'one is tied to consumpti~n ~lows·a~a refers 

I • 19/ · 
to future growth of economic welfare-- and the second to the marginal retun1 

on capita·l investment and thus to the process of capita:}. accumulation. In 

perfect market conditions~ both approaches "tolOuid lead to the ,Pame result at 

the quilibrium point since the capital mar:ket should equate marginal supply 

and demand of capital by a u.."'l.ique rate.' I 

With both approaches, 'it is clear that discounting is tied more to 

economic growth Rrocesses than _to time,a$ such. If we anticipate a future 

situation where economic welfare is lower than at present~ because the popu

lation growth is higher than the economic one· or because needs have been 

growing at a higher rate than consumption, we should have negative discount, 

rates. In fact, discount rates defined for national economies, and effectively 

used, are always positive and·defined in terms or co~ditions of capital 

profitabllity. So we may essentially
1

consider the discount rate as the 

regulator or the instrument of growth strategies and processes as far as they 

depend on capital accumulation. 

/T4is 

19/ In ~act the consumption appro~ch of the time preference rate 
depends on: 

a) the pure time preference, which corresponds to the idea that 
we prefer to enjoy any adv~ntage today rather than tomorrow; 
at the societal level this can be meaningful in situations 
whereo for example~ quick economic results are a condition for 
preserving national political independence, 

-· 

b) the growth rat~ of-consumption per head, 

c) the elasticity of the marginai utility of consumption with 
respect to consumption 8rowth. 

See, for example, C. Bruce·, Social Cost Beneht. Analysis. ·A Guide 
for Country-and Project Economists to the Derivation and Application of 
Economic and Social Accounting P~ices (IBRD~ August ~976). 
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'This leaQs t~ important conclusions for the environment. First, 

discounting 'implies a postulate of potential aintertemporal compensa'tion, 
' • • ' ' ' I 

i.e. that the ~ccumulation of· value provides an adequate real._ compensation 

of future costs. This compensation by accumulated vaiue is possible in the 

followi~g cases: 

:a> The value may give /access ·to. some substitute for the · 

·b) 

· op.portunity or good lost, which is the ca~e for some resources 
or reproducible commodities, 

The value may be spent on ·adequate means of production to 
re·produce or resto)."e the opportunity lost, or the goods destroyed. 

I 

It means tl)at the object of the cost must be ~lther substitutable or r~produ-
- ' ' • I ' 

Cible. This. gives us two general principles in respect of which discounting 

is acceptable for enviro~mental effects: 

' . :a) Conditio.ns of renewal of or re-production must be permanently 
I 

maintain~~' if t~ey cannot 'be adequately substituted; 

Irreversible effects and the rate of ~e of non-~enewable 
resources must be such that.adequate supstittues are 
provided in due time. 20/ · 

Dist:ounting, however, cannot be. applied to costs of:use of non""~reproducible 
I . 

items wi'th ?9 substitute, or of th~ disruption of the c9nditions of renewal 

of. irreplaceEJ.bie ones. ·' · 
. •, 

:Secondly, there ie no particular reason to apply a discount rate ., 

defined by the conditions of capital accumulation 'to ,future co~ts or advantages. 

llthich h~~e no capital opportunfty c~st, such a~ eiiv;iro~mental a~enitie~. For 

natural resour-ces, -and ecological conditions which are a gift of nat.urk but 
' I • ·' • 

which s,uppose some con'sump'l;ion of factors of production to be used in order 

to enjoy them9 this disCOlJI?.t rate c~m only be ap~lied to this consumpt'ion 
/' 

' 
(eccess' and process c:;osts) and not to the fact that natural resources ate 

·~onsume&; with ensuing ecological c~nsequence's. So it is legit·imate to adopt 
, I 

specific time-fr·l\mes for r~gulating ecological conditions and not to impose 
, 

the· :i:mpl:ici,t 'tipie frame. of. capital accumulat:tori' to the natural context. 

/What.· 

20/ When we speak of adequat~ substitutes, we mean "use value" 
substitU:tes capable of satisfyi~g the satpe concrete n.eed or aspiration. 1 In 
this sense, additional consumption ·of .material commodities will, never be a 
substitute for lost environmental amenities for example, -even if the demand 
for the latter is redirected. to the former. It is wo.rth stressing that 
providing subst;i.tutes dep.ends on technical change and on a~equately oriented 
'research and development. 

'. 
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What· is at stake is how man can ~ssure~ or at least not obstruct, 

the reproduction of ecological conditions as well as he succeeds in . 
. ( . . 

reproducing factori'J of producti;on (labour, capital equipments). ·Now the 

dominati?n of "tl\e specific t_ime ·conc.e~t 'of capital accumulation has had and 

can have disastr.ous, effects on the environment and~ by feedbac~9 ·.ori the 

long-term cond-itions of economic growth. This is partly because capital is . . 
not .bound for ever by its' 'mate~ial coinpositi~~ at one moment (la,11d~ natural 

resources, productive equi~ments, etc.); the cycle of capital permits it to 
. . 

be progressively disengaged and put to work profitably in other material 
' 

processes. This permanent "new frantier" logic, which is, very disruptive 

for the environment, can only lead to a long term final Ja~lure when there 
I • . 

·is sudden~y ·no "elsewhere" to go 9 e'ltcept if we trust a ·conJ:inually advancing 

technology acting as a deus ~ machina and .enabling social pr:o~uction to 

become increasingly independent of disrupted environmental conditions. 
If'. . I -

. . ' 
In-conclusion it may be observed that it is true t\lat the over..: 

exploitation of the environment and its resources, and the disruption of 
• 4 • ~ I 

ecological equilibrating· processes may raise·lev~ls of income and profits in 

the short-term. But this d~gradation is', as a whole, irr~versible and will 

never be compensat~d by future extra-consump.tion. · Moreover this degradat·ion 
. , 

may se~iousLy.imperil long term development perspectives. 

What ar~ the op~·rational·.imp.lication~ t~ be drawn? In fact, on · 

the basis of our main conclusion, i.e. discountin·g has ·a·li]Ilited scope f1D.d 

rtot a universal value for intel!'-temporal choices, various empirical an$wers 
.. 

ca:n be given to environl.Jlental q,uestions:. ' . 
a) It is possible to define precise constraints about the use.of 

the environment and resource~, i.e. to adopt a scientificalls
based system of managemen-t of the environment and resources 
aiming at 'the lon~ term objection of gl9bal sust~inability. • . 
In tha~ system of .constraints, we ca~ let di~counting play its 
role, if we adequat~ly shift tl;le relative pric

1
es1 of resources 

so as they will be adapted to new £Ont~xts of supply and social 
preferences; 21/ · ' .' . ., ' 

b) If we are uncertain·about the correct evaluation ·of future 
· prices and preferences· about environment but if ,.we presume they 
are possibly underestimated, we may adopt the the~retieally 
heterodox solution of using a specific lower discount rate for 
environmental aspe~ts of development projects or fqr'particular 
projects of environmenta~ conservation, the social advantages 
of Which are not e·asily amena~le to monetary valU;eS; 

·, 
/(c) 

, 2.1/ Here, we are considering accoUJlting prices for eva1uation 
purposes and not real exchange. prices on ·the market. The distributional 
consequences of any regulation of the demand by the price mechanism have to 
be antt.cipated and may. lead, for basic resources, to the ·choice of .Qther means 
of regulation •. 

I 
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• t ' I , 

c) We may also a'dopt explicit multi-objective.approaches and so 

. d) 

e) 
( 

...; taintain discounting 'onl; for the criterion of capital 
ac.cumulation.. The loug··term en?i:-:or..:no.n~n.~- e~e.te can therefore 
be made a c:ri. terion on it$ m·1tl; 

Certain specific. pr.ograiiiiD~S related to the environment and the 
conservation of resources may only be ~valuated through cost~· 
effectiveness analyses, the discounting p~actices being,only · 
~sed' in order. to choo.se b~tween ·alternatives aimed at the 
sa~e substantive obj~ctives about- the quality of the environment; 

r . . : '·. , : -. 

In· a more 'technical context, the discount rate to. be used for 
natural' resources can be d~fined by the rate of. growth of the 
productivity of natural res·ources., which corresponds to the 
growing efficiency with which we· 

1 
use' them. . In such ~ way we 

221 .equalize th~ respective s.ituation of, the successive generations.-

It. is true tpat intertemporal ·choices }).ave to be made by pre_sent 

generations but it is their·responsi~ility to take the.future_generations'. 

_iitterests into consideratio-n'~ This is made on one' hand by the socio-economic · 
. ·'·· 

d~v~~opmen·t process; · it must also be, maQ.e by ~n adequate con~idera-tion of 

the environme~t wp:Lch -r..·.i],.l pe,rmit future. genera.tions to dis_pose 'of a safe· 

environment and resources base. 
• ' I 

For th~s nim,. discounting is not an adequate · 

over:_all tool, and other inst.:-uments and •conc!eptG are ne~ded. This conclusion·, 

moreover, is reinforced by the importance of -uncertainty. 
. . ( I . 

These cqnclusions anq proposals about the use of common economic 
' 

too+s and constructs 'c~lJ. fbr a. st:r.ateg;._; .approe..~h of. th~?. ree'l;llating _system 

explicitly in_ttfnded to change present .:;tyles of clev~lopment from th~ point of 

view of environmental con~iderations. They call a~so for a development plan

ning apparatus.whicb.associates· institutions end method~ that are not limited 
o• I ' 

tP simple dec~ntralized project plapning found~d upon, the genera~ized use 
. . 1 . 23/ . 
of cost-bene.fit analysis,-·- nor 'limited to ma~ket simu,.lation for the program-

ming of production. 

/III. 

• . . I " ' 

·. 22/ This point. has be~n suggested by Professor Hufschmidt 'in his -- . ) 
conunents .- 1 Combined ~·rith the "substitute" rule~ such a discount rate leads 
to an intergenerational· ~quity from the point of view of accee~ t'o resources. 

\ ... 23/ . ·For an opposite point of vieu, ~ee .for .instance·:~. Calden and A. 
Wild.avsl_ty,.Planning: apd Budgeting in Poor Cou."'ltries (N~w York and London, John 
Wiley, 1974). 
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III·. ,STRATEGIC .IMPLICATIONS OF T~ INTEGRATION OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT FOR THE CONCEPf!ON OF DEVELOPMENT' 
PLANNING 

·Clearly, the question of taking the environment into consideration 
. \ 

does not on ~ts own provide· the whole conceptual basis for a planning 

system. Yet the quest.ion, in all its facets, contributes to new 

approaches. to planning._ Hence~ it is necessary to seek out thci main' d~men

sions of this adaptation. 

. In practice, de,,e l·opment planning· iS often related to ..the efficient 

utilization of· means, subject to an aqnual budgetary pr.oces$. In· other 
J ' ' 

words, a rationale of means takes precedence over the rationale of ends, 

alm~s~ as if the question of des~red aims, is self-evident and therefore 

unimportant. 
• ') ' I , 

This rationale of means'ha~ sometime~ led to the implementation 

of '~rojects of society" that turn out· not to cdrrespond well to social' 
, , r , 

• 1 • 

preferences. Environm~ntal pr.o~lems are manifestations' of such contradic-

tions and it is obvious' that 'their need t~ be considered, raises the whole 

question of the pbjectives of socio-economic·development. 
J 

One of the primary functions ~f planning_ should be to provide .a.n 
I I " 

'institutional framework contri~u~ing to the realization of collective_ 

preferences and aims and going beyond 'the expressi~n of existing conditions 
' • " I 

This goes.for the.preferences both of consumers an~ of poli~y-makers. 

Specifically, ·it ·.is imperative that th~ various social interests be made, 

aware of their own·, rel~tionships t~ the environment and of· the enviro~n~al 

implications of alternative "p!=ojects of SOci~ty 11 or COU!:SeS of actions 

which may be presented to them. This is all the more vitat if the easier 

alternative of. estimating future preferences as. the extrap9lad.on of past 
' patterns of behaviour or on the basis of pure marke.t expression is spur·ood.· 

I . ~. . 1 

Development planning must be assoc~ated w.ith institutional str~~tures capable 
I 

of fostering a genuinely collective conception of environmental projects 
I ' 

an~ interpreting information on impact~ so as to facilitate ·environmental 

considerations. Such expression of collective -.preferences must give . ' .. 

recognition to the .Plurality of perceptions for the satisfaction of needs 

and account for the various social interests connected with the env1ronment. 

Stressing .objectives' and the ~etermination of preferences natu,rally implies 
I ./ . , ... . 

a participatory form of -planning (sea section v,t. below). 

/The 

(I 
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The consideration o£ the environment' cannot' come about through mirior 

"adjustme~ts to existin.g_growth-orHmted models but calls for'more fundamental 
~ 

changes in developme·nt strategies· both in the material and ~ocial senses. . . ; ' . . . ~· '\ 

Integration of the environment its~lf must constitute a.permanerit conceptual 
'• ' ' i -

.. d;imension for all· secto~s governed by the system .of planning, this being 

.. - 't 

I'. 

I 

' 
reflected in. tne evaluation criteria for sectoral decisions. But given 

• •• ., t •• 

t~e- interdependence 'between choices and margins .~f freedom pos's._ible at various 

levels. an~ in various. sectors, the _over-all ~imension of 'the environment 

. requires .fn. planning terms a chan~e in the re~ati·onships between- sectors 
. . ' 

in ()rder ·to reach .new modes of "horizontal" and "diagonal" integration,_ on 
. ' 24/ 

the basis of co~textual approaches~-- . 
0 ' • 

A contextual approach to a problem begins with the identification of 
~ • ; • 1 

those relevan.t vari.bles having some influence on the problem at stake even 
' . 

if .they b~long ~o. apparentiy distant•fie~ds or sectors. 

acti_on of ea~·h variaole and of interaction's be tween them, 

After a~lysis,of the 

it lead~-to an 

indirect· _action strategy in order tq solve the. probi,'em· by an ~ction upon 
• , • I , ' \ , 

its. -cc;>ntext. · For environmental problems, this. contextual approach oocier- · . ' 
lines the need 'for action on locations and land use,- technological choices 

and consumptions patterns: 
: I '- . 

Such an' approach i's not compatible with the pure functional-sectoral 

organizational model~ "Horizont'al". integration seek~ for co-ordipation 
- I " , 
between various functional activ~ties. inside_ a spat~al uni~, aqd insists 

upon inter~ctj.ons (good b~ bad) an4 'complem~ntaritie's. ·''Diagenal" ·integration 
/· 

co~respon~s,to a trans-functional integratjon which is not' organized on 
• ,I" ' 

a spatial. base but from the view.point of a particular "problema~ique" or 

objective, as with environmental concerns. 
r I' 

Therefore -the environmental dimension must be,considered even at' / 

the stage of--conceptio.n of st~ategi~s, plans a~d projects in 'such a Wt\Y 
! ' I .. ' • ' 

as to avert intr:i.neic and outer· externalities. Several .·considerations' 

are involved in making cle·are'J:! the .matt~r of formulating development 
·, '. I 

activities that incorporate the-environmental dimension. 

I 

) 
·I 

/Using 

-~ .I.· Sachs, Environnement et Developpement, Nouveaux 
la Formula~ion de Politi ues Nationales e~de Strat~gies de 
Internation~le.(Otta~a, Environnement Canada ~CPI, 1977. 

pour 
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' Using the ecosystem concept as a paradigm for the conception of 

man-made systems. The ecological relat~onships between the various cons

tituents of an ecosystem e_nsure that the material an.d' energy cycles constantly - . 
reproduce the over~all structure through permanent adaptation. Instead of 

. I 

conceiving production activities as juxtaposed,·we should try td establish 
' ' ~. - . . 

closed cycl~s by utilizing the ¥as~e-of one·prod~ction unit as input of the 

next, and to develop complex compleme,ntarities be~een acti.vities. Many 
.1 b . - 25/ 1 . 1 . 1 i . i 1 1 . examp es can e g1ven:-- po yva ent m~ t _-crop agr cu tura systems, 

systems combining cattle-raising and'farming, or complex combin(ltions of 
. . . 

mi~ed farming, cattle-raising and aquaculture with'an intensive ·use of 
. . 

I . 

. waste, inspired from the millenary traditions of south Asia. Such an 

approach contribute~ S:t the sa~ time 'to the' soltttion o.f problems of . . \ 
pollutio.n;waste disposal and resources, and raises the level of local se~f-

reliance. 

The adoption of specific planning concepts to take into account . ~ 

uncertainty in environmental effe~ts and prefere~ces. ·confronted by the 

uncertain-ties noted above, planning must respond in two parallel -w~ys. In 

the first place institutional ·means and scientific and technical information 

I tOO}S mUSt be harnessed tOI di-minish progress_iVely . ~he uncertaintieS about 
' I 

environmental preferences, ecological problems and impa·c~s. 

Secondly, given the.inflexibiiity of many decisions, particularly. 

in regard to the use of space, ~nd g~ven the presumed irrevers'ibility of 
. . 

many environmental· ef;fects, specific planning criteria are required •. Future 

options must ·be fore-shadowed by allowin-g flexibility in"' spatio.-economic 

systems; also, an attitude of ecol?gical ,pruc:le;nce' is requ~red, respectfu~ 

of the thresholds a~d the "carrying capacities" of e.co-systems, allowing 
• (l • ' 

fo~ the regenerative· potential of renewable resour-ces and avoiding as far 

~s poss.ible large-s'cale transfot;mati.ons· ·~f the environment (vast dams, ... 

alteration·of river courses and so on). 
. . ·~ 

WHen these princi~lcs cannot be put into practice, programmes should 

where possible b~ divided into small stages which permit a progressi~e 
) . 

transformation of the environment~ This way, between each stage-, we can 

/get 

25/ A. Bergeret, ''Ecologica-lly viable systeos of production. Illus
trationsin the field of agricultur·e", Ecodevelopment News, No. 3 (Paris, 
CIRED:. Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, October 1977). · ~ 
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\ 

get informatioq abou~ tije impa~ts of each preceding stage on the·environment 

and iptrbduce further adjustments in the··.p,rogramme; 2~1 this requires that 

there are no major indivisibilities built .in, ~nd that an adequat~ , 

info~tion gathering appa:ra~us ab·out impae·ts is integrated ·into the programme 
,. . 

itself. This 11 t.rial and err0r" approach may succeed !,n applying the principle 

of' eco:ogical· prud~nce in not too conservative a manper·. 

As for the evaluation procedures, it seems necessary to integrate 

the 'notion'of option value and option costs27' into ~he calculjls in,1 order. 

to tackle situations where uncertaint~ and irt~ve~sibility combine. 
I 

· The 1::-r!ek:i.ng of dynamc harmonization rather than static compromise. 

· Allowing for the environment and introducing corre~ponding. new object;ves 
' . -

. and criteria may create new-contradictions. This fact has nourished the 

debate about the opposition between growth and the environm~nt. Several 

approaches are possible. One consists in only taking environmental 

consid~rations· into account wh~n such considerat:ions· do not conflict wi.th 
I . ' 

other ·aims considered· a,t the titpe more import~nt. A second, less rest~ictive 

, approach, consists of seeking a ~tatically determined compromise.~n· the 
' ~ ' . . 

basis of the present t~~ ·of the trade-c;>f£. A third approach, l-lh~ch should .. 

be' pre-eminent, goes beyond the stati~ con~ideration qf those/terms and 

enlar·ges the field of:action to be. considered, in such·a. way· ns to find 

· s·olutions ha;·monizing initially cont;:-adictory ·objectives. 

The differeri~e· beo-1een these last' two approaches ·can. be illustrated 

by the ·foHm-7ing exa~ple. In the presen.ce of a pollution·problem ,the · 

~ompromise approaeh would indicate a proportionate reduction in tQe emission 
I ' 

of· polluti'on despite the ~on·tinued environnlental degra~acion implied. 

However the (,g.z .c-niza'tion approach .would enlarge on the features of the 
-. '-

problem and investigate
1

. fo1; example the possibility of installing a non-

polluting technology whose ·additional cost would be/ compensated by the 

value of by-pro1~cts; .a).ternative possibilities would be sought .by estab

lishing co-operatio~·between.the pollution-emitting 'activity and another 

process capable of absorbing the waste, thereby transforming a problem\ of 

environmental de~radation in~o one of the enhancement of potential resdurceso 

/IQ. 

26/ See c.s. Hol~ing,- ·1978. 

27 /.'See c. HEmry-, "'nvestmerit decis·ions under uncett:'ainty: the 
irr.eversibili.ty effect,", American Economic Reyiew, vol. 64 (December 1974). 
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In fact, the idea of the environment as only some~hi~g to defend 
. ' 

in order·to preserve its natural st~te is quite insufficient. A positive 

attitude to the environment is also required~ ·rcg:;r-ding i't as t;he 't..ren:.. · 

spring of rj=sources to ·be supported and used for furthering the objectives 

~f socio~conomic d~velopment. Not·only additional-constraints, but also 

new development possibilities·. a-r;e a't 
1the hear.t of environmental c~nsideratio~s 

-into account, but an important exercise of collective imagination is always 

required to grasp both these aspects.·zs/ What is .at stake is prbtecting man 

from his natural surroun~ings whi)le protecting his' surroundings from man. 

Both man. and his s~rroundings must be developed.together hoWever, Alth9ugh 

there are ;instances· in 'tvhich the harmon~zation proce~s leads .·unavoidably to 

middle ways and compromises, s~ch solutions should Rrevail only when all 

possibilities of harmonizati~n have been explored.121· 

This harmonization approach implies that development planning should 

make adaptation to specific ecological and social conditions a first-order· 

objective. Instead of adapting eco-sy~tems to· techniques'which have proved 
\ . 

efficient_in other latit~des ancf: col;ltexts,·development planning should start 

with a careful analysis of resource potentialities of the environment and 

of the socially. defined basic needs. This should· lead to a great v~riety 

of ~pacific solutions based on appropriate technologies instead of uniform 

For this reason, ,it is necessary to _accord ·grester impqrtance ·to 

physical and material aspects of development, as opposed to information, 
- . .. . . ... . 

analysis, estimatio'n and objectives formula~ed ·in monetary terms, which 

nevertheless remain valuable for certain'aims within the multi~objective 

approac~. Thus new degr~es ·of freedom may appear in respect of the ·use 

and management· of space and resources, which are otherwi~e ofteri relegated 
' to the rank of residual variable by·an app~oach imposing universal techniques 

/and 

28/ See I. S'achs, ££• ..£!!. 
29/ Th~ ecodevelopnent· approach tries to carry out· such a.harmoni

zation process in various concrete situations. See the "Ecodevelopment 
studies" C<?llection of CIRED in collnboratiqn with Unit of Documentation 
and Liaison on Ecodeve lopment of the Maison des Sciences de 1' Homme (Paris),. 
with'the support of UNEP. See also Ecodevelopment News published by the 
same institutions. 
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and a rigidly "defined .demand. It is also n.ecessary t_o elaborate social 

indicators of environment which would translate information oq. physical 
# 

processes into social values, without falling ~nto the straits of monetary 

evaluations·~see section v). 

An effective adaptation to diversi~y-and specificity· of the 

. conditions and problems of the environment requ_ire .also the establishment 

9f a new bal~nce betwee~ local and central levels in the planning system; 

the ide!lti'fication · o.f the .p_roble~~· seeking of solutions, the ~;valuation 

of technical·altern~tives ~nd the fpllow-up of operations requires the 

~ctive e~dors~nt of ind.ividuals c:tnd groups at _.the. local leyel and should 

not be the exclusive dom8.in of.central p-lanning, .despite the:problems ~hat 
' arise as· a result of the frequent lack of qualified manpower available at· 

the local and regional 1evels. 

These key dimensions of the pro.blem o·f integrating ,et;lvironmental 

considerations intq development plarining have i-Inportant implications for 

the general structure of the planning system. 

/IV. 

. ., . ., 
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. tv. IMPLICATIONS. OF INTEGiiATING ENVI~ONME~TAL CONSIDERATIONS . 
FOR THE GENERAL. ORGM~IZATION OF A PLANNING SYSTEM 

. It ·is neither feasible nor desirable· to' sketch a g~neral model for. 
a-

. the organization pf' a pla~ing ·system. However$ it ·is possible to clarify· so.me 

important' problems of planning :structure. posed by cons'iderations of the environ-· 
. . ~ . 

ment.· The following aspects will be examin~d: . . .. . . . ' 

. a) The relationships petween sectoral p,l:anning and the ne'ed to 
·implement a -context.ual and. multi-sectoral ·app~oach to 
problems;· 

. . " 
~e relative significance·of, :and relationship$ between. 
the various subnational planni~g levels; 

. ' . ' 
c). The. relat!onsh;J.p~ between plCl_nni.pg an,d management-of 

development with regard· to environme.ntal problems·;· 
. ·,. 

The appropriate ways to enc.oura·ge individuals and pU:blic 
in,stitutions td take account of the envir.onment~ 

1. Sectoral planning, integration . : 
needs and the contextual approach . 

. O~e of th~ ·most importan.t. and c.ommon causes of e~vironmental problems 

derives from the vartial and sectoral c~aracter 'qf res.otirce and space .use. 
I 

One.element or aspect of the environ~ent becomes·c~hce~tually and administra-

ti~ely is~lated from the back~round with ·~hich it is i~timat~ly ~s~ciated. 
As a r~sult potentialities are worthlessly Qiss_olved: the various uses to· 

. . . , 
. which· a resource or· a· spac~ may be p~t . co~e into opposi t:f.on; one ~e ~y .. 

hinder others. Also, the compounding·· of unco-:-ordinated- actions may lead ·to 
I ,\ ' ' 

a ·p~ocess of degradatiorr. If a. se~ o-f optimal· criteria w:l,thin· sectors of 

acti.vt·ty .o~. programmes. ~re. too narro"t-7ly '.defined they l~ad to· a·l.imit~d degree 

of over-all efficiency, a.~aste of ~xisti~g. or·pot~'tia~ resource~ and the 
I ' • 

general alteration of the environment. :_:Thus it woul-4 seem necessazy. to 
. . . 

reconsider· se~t.orat structures 'and -complein~nt .them b); i~tegrat~ry and mu'lti-

sectoral.ones which 'are. either purpose-orient~d (e.g. with respect, .to resources, 

h~alth, etc.) or oriented .to specific spaces or problems. . Integratio~. along, 

these lines is designed 'to ;;~.vofq. parti~l parallel. aims leading 
0

.to tb.~- exter-. . ~ 

nalization of the environment; . such an integr.ation ·can b~ sought in various 

ways. 

' 
/One 

G 



One serious possibility consists o'f end~wing development projects 

with se~eral objectives corr-esponding to respective socio-economic and 

environme~tal impacts. It amounts. in f~ct to ~tressing the importa;,_ce of 

. i~tegra~ed develo?ment projects and blurring. the, distinction between projects 

.·that, are "economic" and those that are "social11
; or ag!!in 1'environment 

enhancing". 

A secon4 relate4 possibility consists of. ·upgrading. the ~mportance of 

the intermediate level between ~he over-all plan .and individual projects, 
' ' 

i.e. that of .programmes. But this app~oach must. go· beyond the narr.~w financ~l;ll 

·perspective with wh;ich programmes ·are commonly imbued. The relations between 

.projects must be co-ordinated, wi-th iterative adjustments between projects 

and programmes being conceiv~d- in_such a way_as to pe~t the progressive 

integration of all of the pertinent dimensions. ,'Thus, a single project could 
' - ' • ' • ' I <:l '1. 

correspond to various prog~amme types according to different ~eeds of integra-

tion: 
\ .., 

' . ' 

\ ~ 

-a)· Technologicaf: 'sectoral programmes dependent, for examp_le, . on 
various technological alternatives in order to ·satisfy a·set 
of objectives with respect to. produc·tion, accumulation, 

·· employment,.income distribution~ technical, training, control of 
a· technological do~in _etc.; - · 

b) Spat:lal programmes inco.rporat.ing several projects and activities; 
these prog~amt!Jes are geared t.o mald~g c<?mpa tible and cpinp~e- ' 
mentary the different pr·ojects and activities and to .. establishing 

' . the necessary -~le:x;ibility in ·land us_e,· patterns; 30/ 

c) Multi-sectoral programmes geared to meeting certain over~all 
planning ·objectives, e.g. :with regard to considerations of 
importing energy or seeking tn~ ecologically viable exploita-
tion of local resources; · · 

d) Inter-activity programmes based qn couq,lementary relationships 
of the input-output types or related .to the pooling of certain 

, activities oz:· c~rtain ·supporting apparatus. · . . ,' 

Among.these various types of p~ogra~mes the second and the third a~e clearly 
' ' 

the most ~ortant fr~m ~he point of view of ,environmental considerations. 
. ' 

A ··third possibility consists in_ attaching to the existing planning 

-structure ubiquitous "cross-piece~" between and among leV:els which ar·e 
. ' 

intended to fulfil b~th c9-ord1;natory and informatio~ circulatory tasks and 

which st:tmulate· the· sectoral structure. Such. struc.tures snould in this way 
> I , 

progressively invest the sector-bas·ed configuration with a permanent 

/preoc~;upati~n · 

30/ Many integrated development programmes are,' apparently or really, 
of this.type, when they embody several projects of a region (see the many 
like-t. V .A. development programmes). .· 
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preoccupation wit~ considerations of the environment. This was in part the 

-basic conception of th~ original French Ministry of Envi-ronment which 'has 

simultaneously sectoral responsibilities (pqllutio'1, over-all_wat_er manage-
, ' . 

ment~ etc.) and mission-co-ordination tasks towar.ds sectoral administrative 

departments (Industry, Agriculture, H~alth~ Public-works~ etc.). For these 

tasks the Mini~try had no executive responsib~lity. Another example_would be 

a corps of environment~! "general ~rispect...o~-s'\ having authority 'from the 'top 
' . ' 

to investigate and to recommend corrective actions inside sectorai -department 
• I t ' ' t 

activities. But such a task can only be profitably executed if the discret-

ness of 'this structure is ~ompensated for by accordin~ it With-sufficient 

status and a reasonable fund o-f resources for use as financial incentives •. 

~e first•two approaches canals~ _be adopted using various institu~ 

tiona! devices. However; it would be difficult to envisage how widesp,ead 
' / 

horizontal integration could ~e undertaken witho~t strengthening local and 

regional forms of planning, even for the execution of proje~ts or pr~grammes 
/ 

of national scope.· It must ·also be realized that there are seriour> ·(iiffi-

culties in assigning responsibility for integrating. all relevant planning 

dimensions to a single orga,nization (e~g. agency~ public enterprise, sectoral 

bureau) which has traditionally carried a rather narrow brief; the consequence 
\ 

would inevitably be the dominance ?f one point o( ~iew over the others. ·An 

example would Qe the assign~ent of all questions pertaining t9 the rural 
I - .> 

environmen_t to an agency. hitherto_· responsible only for. we.t~r managemen·t. A 

better solution would be to establish joint responsibilities among_ various 

sector-oriented organizations .repr~senting several poirits of interest, and 

to foster co-operation among them if there is' a risk of a weighter organizational 

-structure resulting, with certain,internal rivalries. 

· Whichever solution is adopted·--and these approaches are not mutua~ly 

exclusive- the'co~rehensive integration of environm~ntal considerations 
" .. 31/ . 

requires-a contextual approach.-- This approach recognizes the int~r- ., 

d~pendencies that e~ist between the activities of separate ~ectors. In prectice 

the realization of the objectives of on0 sector dep~d as much on the perfor

mance of other sectors as on its own perfo·rmance. The contextual approach_ to 

environmental problems thus consists in elucidating the environmental .policies 

that are implicit in the various sectoral optio~s, ;n locating the ke~ factors~ 

/in 

31/ F.R. Sagasti? uTowards a new approach for scientific and techno
logical planning", Social Science Information, vol. XII, no. 2 (April 1973). 

t 
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in ana,lysiilg the possible contradictions between impli<rit policfes and explicit 

enviro~mental object:ives.p and in spec~fying: t~e ~+ternatiye · corit_extu~l 

cour$eS of action -requi:1:ed to 'head off or s,often these contradictiqns.: 
• ~ • { - • # • ' ' • \ 

2. Relationships between territorial planning .levels 
• • f • 

. ThE? specifici'ty and diversity ~f .environmental pl7oblems confer-great" 

importance .on regional and local develop~ent_plan~ing._ Decisions made at 

the: nati~a~ level should not'b~ permitted to· ~nhibit the freedom of.action . '· ' ' . ' 
·that b neceEu~ary at regio~al and local levels to e,ff.ect:;lvely tak~ the environ_-

.ment into account. This is the reas_on why the. con~ideration of the environ- -

ment. itse~f' leads to the ·.!'!Stablishment ·of new ~elations-hips between ·levels . . . 
and ipso facto to a reconsideration. of which decis.ion-making levels are the 

most app~opriate. 

The problem of·the relationship_ petween planni~g ,levels is often 

tackled through ~-~ adjustment in the d~gree of .decentralization. The centre 

has the respo~sibility for th~ ~cisions that are important. in ~erms of either 

the 1:ange of consequences or the ro~o~rc!'!s involved, while at. the local.level . 

only thos~ d~cisions having local consequences are made. ~pply.ing this 
~ . . . . 

. ~pproach t;~ environ~ntal pr"oblems w<;>Uld ;lea~· to a distinction among decisions 

! having environme~ta1· conseq.uenoes: accordit;l'g to .. the nature of the conseqtienee, 
. . . . ~ . 
decisions _.w~)~~A be considered either ~t local level, or at the other various· 

intet~d,ia,te levels, or· at the central l.ev~i. ~ .. 

The· prev~ous remarks on specificity and diversity of environmental 

problems could ·be- thought· to i.mpiy tha_t the environment ·is p,:incipally or 

·exclusively a matter of l~cal interest. But complete decentral:iz~tion is 
'•' • I 

, inappropriate •.. In practice, many decisions haye· conseque~ces at local, 
, . . I . . : . . . . 

regional and national levels· together. For such .decisions.the problem is not . . 
one of knowirig at which level._ to assign responsib.ility but rather by which 

means the 4ifferent pl,anning ·level~ m~y be' co::-ordinated·. in order to ensure 
. ' . 

that the decisions· ~af.te -account simultaneously of the ·interes~s of the loca.J.,. 

r~gional and natiortal levels. 'Furthermore; in s~ite of the diversity and 
l • • . . - t • • J 

spec·~ficity of environmental p~oblems, their. ~onsidez:ation reqUires an 

integrated approach over and above partial viewpoints that .are sectorally or 
. - • I . . . 

geographically-~ased. The linkages between ~cologic~1. structures and' the 

spatial- breadth of interdep~ndencie's also "imply a comptQhensive treatment, 
• \ I '\ < ' _ 1 • 

esp~cia~ly for resources.managemen~ 9 which facilitates the· articulation 

between the local and ~entral levels. 

/A 
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• A good example of all this is provided by water resources management. 

One one h~d, many problems (deforestation of slo~es 9 .silting up of dams, 
32/ .. 

e.tc.) have ·to be considered at a hig}'l level - the· basin scale,- which 

may imply international co-operation, as in the case of the Mekong River. ·, . 

On the C?ther hand, some-·llll8nagemen~ probl_ems can on-ly be tackled· at a local 

level (waste disposal facilities 9 drinking water)· :in ·spit~. of th~ fact t?at 

all decfsionS 9 pt whatever level they are made 9 'have to b~-CO~ordinated and 
I . . . . . 

harmonized. In that ·case, ·what are ne~ded most are means of ve'rtical arid 
- ' J I 

,horizontal co-oP.eration between the various agencies and parties concerned at 

the.different levels. 

This leads to a recognition that each level-has an integrative function: 

to perform ~d that any one· o:f these levels .cax{not be eli~nated: Only a 

multi-level:. planning ·structure··permits the integration of environmental 
~ ' I • . ', 

considerations·. The-re should b~ thus a P.rocess of· two-way consultative· 
' . . I . 

exchange and bargaining in 'the harmonizing of· the viewpoints of different 
' ' 

' \ - .. 
levels and this proc.e~~ should preside over their relatioQ.ships. One aspe.ct 

of this process concertts the drawing·.up o{ development project~ and programme~ •. ·' .. . . . 
Such· an approach con·trasts ·with th(:! hierarch~c~l' approach often 

p~oposed, which amounts to ~n abnegatio~ of' the specific concerns of· each 
' . ' ' 

level, with the intere·st of, lower levels becoming absorbed in the' criteria.· 

of satisfaction at higher level..ll/ Socio-eco.l?gic.al systems should be 

. considered as only partially hierarchica~ in this. regard. 

It might. be asked· whether there- is any single subna.tional planning 

level that is the most appropriate 'fo'r envi_ronmental c~nsiderations. While 

this . cannot be· so ~ priori certai~ prob.lems, should at 'least fav~ur 'certain 
. , I . 

levels. Two considerations are pertinent in. this r~_gard·: 
' • • ' I 

a) The idea of a "problems spacei' des~gnating the_ areas .englqb.ing:· 
the principal factpJ;:s conEtitut'ing a specific problem; · - '· .. . . . . - ' . ' . 

b) . The idea of a "solutions· space-". designating . the a~ea~ w-ithin 
which solutions to the problemS may be sought. 

The more tnese spaces can be made to overlap the greater the possibilities of · 

overcoming the·.prob~e~.. ·+n any case, the '!solutions ~pace" I_UUSt be sufU-,. 

ciently large and formal!'y defined in terms of institutions to allow practical 

/margins, 
', I 

~I Many countries have adopted the basin level to integrate-water 
management. This is the case in France where water basin financial agencies 
are the main. policy-making level, although river basins are not of the same' 
scale as some of those in'Asia. · 

" 33/ Y. Y. Haimes and D. Macko, "Hierarchical structures in wa~er· 
resources-system management", I.E.E.E. Transactions on Systems, Man and 
Cy~ernetics, vol. SMC-3, no. 4 .(July 1973). · 
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' ' - . . 34/ 
margins of Jre~dom·for.the choice of soluti9ns.--

Oh the bas~s of these ideas of. "probl.em13 and solution spa~es" and ·in 

. conjunction with -·notions. of the time dimension of." ~es~urces. themselves it 

is possible to .address the question. of the .most app'ropriate level .to tackle 

one problem. . That' l~vel ~tself depends on ~he nat~re of eacfl. p~oblem ~nd it 

-~s .·.not possibl~ to hav;e a tmique terr~'torial structure equally good :for a~l. 

problems. But in all events there must.be sufficient procedural co-ordination 

·and co-operation t~ ~!low for aspects whi;h in~~itably may fail out~idt? tl_le 

sQlution. space ~ssociated -with the planning te,rritorial. ~tructure, however 
} . . . ' . 

well _that structure is defined.· _Different institutional 'forms may be used 
. . . 

to ensure such complementary procedures, such as civil law associations, 
, . • ' . I t 

c&mmune syndicates, inter-district repr~sentative gr~ups, .~nd·tnterregional 
commissions. · 

3. Relationships between- planni'rig and 
.management for the'consideration of the environment 

- f •• \ 

· · There is ~ften an i~1co_mpatibility between. development plann~n~ and· 

day-to-day administratj.on or management •. ·_Much effor-t is devote.d to evaluati~g 

the_ re_turns on. :l:nvest}llents but little' is given to -follow-up activit~~s or to 

the subseqUent functioning of tbe mean~ of production created. In particular 

the' problem of_ environmental impact is rarely the object of permanent follow-
. . 

up, com:par-iso~s with projected results. Seeing.the need for co~sidering the 

enviionment from·the po~~t of .view of ·long-term development co~ditions, and 
' ' 1- ' • 

_in view of the fact that the, pro_cess of environmenta'i trqnsformation deri~es 

as much from on-going actions as· ft:om broader decisions o'f· future .relevance, 
'• 

enc·ourages the hope that this incompatibility between the planning Qf new 
I 

proje~ts and the manageme~t -'o_f on-going ones will be r~solved, ·leading to a 

revision of the_existfng conditions: T,o achieve this aim~ .post-audits o.f 

e~vironmental impacts should b~ systematically instituted,. ~de up of: . 

a), A permanent collection. of. informa.tion about the environment 
conducted by the project ·authority. and aiming. mainly .. at fu;rther 
adjus,tments of the project to tackle· unforeseen impacts, with 
appropriate means; ·. : · 

b) Periodic controls by independent public."inspect0rs" verifying 
the appt:opriateness, of the informa_tiop- system and 0f the . 

. adaptive steps of the informatiori;, . 

·c) ~ Scientific inqu~ries aiming at increasing kno~ledge. 

/In 

34/ For example, there· ·are virtually no solution's . to the problems. 
of.coastal' a~eas in which sonflicting pressures are intense, as between 
resource conservation, industrial and urban developm,ent etc. g.· if the "solutions 
space" is to be defined by·a stretch o~ one kilometre. In such a case it 
would be necessary to include the hinterland i-n the "solutions space". 
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In the traditional conception, management proceeds dire'ctly from 

plann_ing~ be:;ng the• execution. of it: ·In the, perspective of :i.nt":grating 

considerations. of . the environment,. the plann·ing of developmep_~. opera~io»~ _, 

must ·-be incorporated- 1._nto a larger .framew~rk of permanent ~pac~ attd _ r~sources 

management, ·aiming at .the quality of the milieu 'in its n~tura;L ~hid man-:-made 
' ' ' 

forms. . The. purpose gf managem~nt. would be to ensure· in the long:.. term the . 
-

rep~oduction of ecologic~! -cond~tions for social development, as well as· to 

provide the, resour.ces and environment of qualit~ able to satisfy- the current 
• c 

needs of the population. This fraiiteworl,< should account for _the envi.ronment 

at the strategic. level L.e. iri. maintaining ecological diversity, allowing for 
' ' ,- '•' ' 

future ~ptiqns, f1exibility 9 ecal~gic~l prudenc~ and so on. The utilit~ of 

individual projects .must be determined as the result of assessments regarding· 
. . ' . '· , .. 

their appropriateness ~o the management; conditions governi,ng_ interac~iop.s: ... 

between hunt1n act'ivitie·s and natural processes. 

· Clea.rly this per~pective requires the_ establishment ·of an over-all 

in~titutional framework go:verning. :in_teractions between man· and nature. This 
' . . . 

framework would not be subor~ipate to the development planning framework_but 
- • I t 

closely -i~terwoven wit~ it. It would also consist of a multifeyel structure 

comprising ·local and cent'ral levels wit_h, eniph~sis ·given to an intermediate 
" ' 

level which may be termed regionai,_ and which. is able to take account of the 

divers:ity and specifictty of environmental condition~? as well as the inter- ' · 

- dependenc·ies among prol;>lems. 

4. Appropriate policy-instruments-

Con·crete socio-~~onomic development and the evolution of interaction 

between social, and natural pro_cesses do not .occur 'by, themselves, but depend 
' . ', ,. 

on the outcome of numerous deci,sions ll!Clde by public and private e.conomic - ' 
interests acting collectively,or individually~ The ability of development .... -·· . .. 

' . - ' \ ' 

planning and the'· suggested management structure to take envi;t:onmerital 
. . ,· . . . 

con'sidera,tions into account depends on ·the means that are at dte di_sposal for 
. . . 

governing these various inter~sts. for this_ purpose'.- '·' 
• 

Eco~omic discussion~ on the subject te~d to put the emphasis on 

·financial instruments (taxes~ subsidies, fiscal.allowan~es~ ipterest examptiQn~ 
' 35/ 
etc.)- because th~y are easily.'integrated into ~he market ~ystem. Their ' 

effectiveness depends on the ~ctual me~ha~isms ~hat regulate.tpe behaviour of 

/interests 

35/ R. and· N. Dorfmans ~· cit. and W.J. Baumol and w·.E. Oates,· 
The Theory of Environmental Policy (Englewooa_ Cliffs~ Prenti.ce Hall;, 1975). 
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interests· groups, and on the seristivitf:y-of these groups to .the ·iils,truments. 
I ' 

ExPerience· suggests that' these in~truments may prove use·ful when applied to 
. . 

/wide1y mone'tiz¢d' sectors and when they· are tn~erte~ in -a set of substantive 

ac.tions, aill)in~. at' .:th.e. t'~a~sfor~tio? o·; what r.qe have c~ll~d the ncont,ex~"P,. 
In ~hai way, their re-gulator¥ ro.le _is or.iented' towards speCific substantive 

tran.sforma~ioris and. may defuse p~tend.al "intrinsic'' extern~lities. .For 

example, the ef~iciency ''of taxation depends .on the ec~nomic conte~t (elasticity 
. . 

of demand ·and supply, degree of _monop~lization·of the sector concerned, 
. / . ' 

import~qe o£ 1 technical .factors, .etc.). So it may. seem j~dicio~s to ~ie 

taxatton for example. to a specific effort oi research ax:td development aiming 
, • • 1 

at; new no..:.waste technologies. The scqpe of free adCilptation of individual 
t ·, , / ' • • 

actors -is thus delimited •. · ~n. other cases, such ins~ruments are quite 

itlappropria.te (e.g. for proplems of ~ealth) an~ have to be substituted by 

administrat·ive actions.-

- . · However;. the choice of .means to .employ should not be a question of 
. . . ' • '' I 1 ~ 

'doctrine. :. In mixed ~conomi.es~ the whqle set ~f familiar public instrume~ts 

ruay be- tised: · ·legal.;· ac;lmini$tratives fiscal, ·para-fisca'l, credit, a~d so. on. 

I~ any case it is des.ir~bl~ t~at· some ~speci'fic means be .applied within the · 

· I. field ·of action defined by the prevailing s~t of prohibition~ .•. 
I 

.· ·It ·is 'pertinent to emphasj_ze. ·the special ·~_mportance of those ,measures 
' . . 

which .have'the effect, of extending the time-horizons .of the various.-actors 

and J;educing the pressut'es · f::-o.n problei.1s o:': s1:o::-::-7 t~rm c.ur1ival and 

(·individual uncer~ainties 'about the fl,l~Ure ... In the scnie .way 'I .it 'is important 

that·pe~ple ·~aking efforts in order•to improve• the quaiity ~f the environmenJ 
' . . .. ., 

and.of.resources :man~~emenf ba guararit!'!ec:l so:.ne futur~ advantages as a result. 
~ . , 

One of ~the most potentially ~inte,:-,e-sdng cqurse.:; of ac~i"on is the 

establishme~t of what .might b1e called '"co::ltract-pros.ramm~~~~ b~tween the 

vari9us private or pubiic interes't grqups involved, .representing the local 
. ' . 

and central levels. The aim of these,environment-orient3d programmes is to 
. ' \ 

harness the active co-operation of all parties and permit a structure of' 

concertation and negotiation which allows for comt>ensation~ arid. to arrange -. . 

contractual obligations establishing each party's contribution •. This solution 
, . J , 

allows·for much flexibility and unlike an appro~ch which sets norms and 

/regulations, 
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regulations, it facilitates a good adaptation to specific conditions and 

problems.' It also has·the import~nt adv~ntage of giving ·substantiv~ 
. . 

'orientation~ to the regu~atory system. ·Certain"'•may fear that such "contract-

programmes" result in .the domi~ance of pbwerful vest~d interes.ts. I In fact 

there are no particul.a.r reason~? why this should· be 'more so· for this than for . 
any other 'instrument. Experience suggests that·even administrative 

regulation-setting is subJect to pressur:es and ba.rgaining. On the cither:hand, 

such "contract-programmes" have proved efficient in many place e.g. in France 

for the planning, of anti-pollution devices· in ·i~dustri~l sectors or for local' 

land-use and environment activities. ' -
Considering now the institutions for the over-all ~agement of 

resourc~s and the environ~ent, their potential abil~ty to adopt long-term. 

perspectives· as discussed above· depends on their maintaining a relative. 
... ·, . . ... 

autonomy vis-:a-vis ins.ti.tutioris of deve],.opment planning, ·a:nd above all, on 
' \ 

financial independence which is not subj~ct to·annual budgetary whim. This 

can be obt~ined_by allowing these.institutions to.have.autonqm9us financial 
I 

sources or by givi~g them a budget defiped by .a fixed~ercentage of the 

over-all public budget·. 

Finally, it should be noted that dertain jU:ridfcal -possibilities 
• . - 1 

with long-te~ implications ma~ be applied .in ~ertain-cases such as the 

reservi~g of'certain areas, ~he establishme~t of ~Qng~term binaing obligations, 

and requi~ements to restore sites afte1; use-, e.g; in mineral 'exploitation. : 

'The ade'quate functioning of such planning and development mana'gement· . ' 
·structures in regard· to environmental. considerations ,depends to. a. high degree 

a 

on the availability ~£.adequate information on the_envir~nment, on environ

mental cffedts, and on social preferences about the envLro~ment. These 

aspects will be examined next. ' 

/V. • 

~l 

.. 

.. 

, I 
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· V. INFORMATI;ON NEEDS AND STRATEGIES RELATED TO THE 
INCORP,QRATION OF THE ENVIR0~11ENT INTO P~ING 

·The information needs ,related to the incorporation o_f the envirop.ment 

into planning ·Eire considerable and diffic11l t to r-:ntisfy. An insufficient 

knowledge of the environment, of the interactive ecological processes, and 
. . 

the d~gree of uncertainty regard_ing tl:te ultimate consequences of numerous 
\ 

disturbances and degradations are obvious_ problems. But they are not the · 

only sources of difficulty. The nature of environmental. probl~ms themselves 

··arising ·out of the interactions l:>etwe~n natural and. social pro_cess~s dem~nds 

a need for information concerned with. this interaction: the socio-economic 

~onsequences of environmental transformation and t:hEl sociai mechanisms · 
l • ... • 

through which envirbnmental problerr~ are created; or ampli.fied. The difficulty 

derives from the need to grasp' the interplay betwe~n social and ·natural _forces. 

A kind. of specific·information is required whieh is not simply.t~e.juxtaposi

tion pf socio-economic information and information on the natural states and 
/ 

processes. 

A furthet difficulty rela.tes ·t:o the fact that the re9uired information 

must be a~apted to the needs of develppme~t planhing and management even 

though there is no spontaneous c.onne;.ci.on between the various scientific 

discipl.ines and. the -needs of planners. and managers. 
. i 

Finally information s,ystems ·have to b~ appropriate to the characteris-, 

·tics of less developed cou_ntries: th~ ·scientific and technical mean13 avail-

able may be' limited; basic k11owledge ~.s ."lftc!:l. ~-n;-;k~_::g; the learning process

is pa~t of the _deve~opment process its?lf and so.is the inforination about 

environmental impacts which catt only b~. progrcsaive and develop from trial 

and error in develo.pment e~periences. · 
. . ' \ "' 

. l 

These observations imply the necessity of formulating a spe~ific 

.information strategy· including, various 'axes of development. The following 

feature.s are to be understood as the ~in ideal directions; wM,.ch is not 

to suppose that they can be realized at once'" It. is· c_lear th'a.~ the most 
' 

urgent information needs are those pertaining to developme'nt· operations 

and it is on that basis- that i"Qformation systems should progress·ively be 

organized. 

The three main features of· an information strategy, ·~s elaborated 

below~ are: ' ' 
a) The development .of· infot'1tlation procedures for the elaborati9n 

and analysis of.regiona.l plans and development progr-a:romes and 
project~; 

/b) 
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b) The develop~ent ·of an over-all information system which is b~th 
descriptive and prospective and which corresponds to a contextual 
approach to th~ incorporation of environmental considerations into 
a definition of development patterns; 

c) The development of-scientific knowledge of ~he environment and 
the social mechanis~ that trans~orm it.· 

1. En~ironmental inforroBtion for specific 
development pro~cts and prograti1ti1es 

·An information strategy necessarily aims at long-term results, i.e. 

the'establishment of a coherent and appropri~te information system aQout the 

environment. Integrating the environment into development planning cannot 

afford. to wait :f.or. its establishmentQ Immediately available information is .. 
required, formulated in terms relevant to the planner. These conditions 

. \ 
imply that in parallel with the task of increasing scientific knowledg~ of 

the envir.onment (see next subsection), steps should be taken to guide 

environmental ~tudies from a planning viewpoint. 

Two types of environme'?tal study may be distinguished in this 'regard: 

a) Prospecdve studies preceding the conception of· a regional plan 
or of a programme or project o{ develppmgnt; these studies are 

. 9esigned to orientate the conception of deve~opment o
1
perations; 

b) Environmental impa~~ studies d~signed to evaluate 'the consequences· 
of an already defined plaa, 'prograrirrne or project; their feedpack 
should per~it·the conception of development operations to be 
adjusted or a better choice 'to be Tilade among options and variants 
or clearer decisions1 to be taken _e.s. to whether or not to carry 
out a particulflr operat.ic :1. 

· Prospective studies should encompe.ss: 

a) the appreciation of exiGting E.nd. potential resource's, which could· 
be brought; into use or mobilized for future d.evelopmerit;" 

b) the identification of constraints of limitations that must· be 
accounted for; 

c) the gauging of aptitude.n ~£-various spatial units for various 
uses. or activities; 

d) 
• . ~ l 

the drawing up of a table cf complementarHies, compatibilities' , 
or incompatibilities between possible uses of resources and 
spaces; this table would be related in ~articular to the nature 
pf the impacts of these various uses on the environment • 

.I - ' 

These studies should be especiaily· useful in._elucidating the question 

of locatio~/ and of modes o£ r~Gource·use. It should be noted that in •. 
I 

certa~n cases only an integrated mobilization of the various resources in 

a {>articular area, allowing for corr.pl.ementarities, can render ac'tivities 

I econ~ically 

a 36/ I.L. Me Harg, i>esign t-7i.th Nature, (New York, the Natural History 
Press, 1969). 
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V. INFORMATION NEEDS AND STRATEGIES RELATEI;> TO THE: 
INCORPORATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT INTO PLANNING 

' . 
-The information needs related to·the incorporation of the emrironment 

into planning are cons"i~erable and difficult to saUs~y. An insufficient 

knowledge. of the 'envir.onment; of ·the interactive ecol~gical process.es, and 

the degree of uncertainty rega,;rding' 'the ultimate consequences of- numerous . ' 

diSturbances and degradations are obvious problems_. But they are not the 

only sotit;"c'~s of di.fficul ty. The nature of envhonmental problems themselves 
' . 

arising aut: of the interactions between natural and· social processes demands 

a need .for information conc~rned with this interaction: 
. . 

the socio-ecqnomic 

conseq1,1ences of environmental transformation and the- social mechanisms 
• . i ' t •• ' 

; t~rough which environl'!lental problems are created or amplified •. · The difficulty 

derives £tom the need to grasp the interplay between social and natural forces • . -
A kind· o~ specif:i.c i'qformation i.3 required which is not simply the· juxtaposi-

tion of socio-econo~ic information and information on.the natural states and 

J?1:'ocesses. 

A further diffic.ulty relates to the fact 'that the required information 

must be adapted to the-needs of development plannin~ and management even 

though there is no spont3:ne'?us conne:don betlieen the various scientific 

disciplin:es and the ~eeds of planners and maaagerso 
I 

Finally information sy~tems have to be appropri~te·to the characteris-
. ' 

tics .of less develop·ed countries: · the scientific and· te'chnical, means avail-

able may be limited; basic kn~;vledge is ::>ft~·:l 1 :-.c!i:!.-ng; the learning· process 

is pa~t. of the development proc~ss itse.lf and 30. is the information about 

environ11!entai impacts which c_an only be progr-e3sive and devel~p from trial 

and error in development· eJ~peri.ences • 

. ·These observations imply the necessity of formulating a spec'ifie 

informati~n strategy including various a:{eo- o:f. d'evelopment. The following 

fea.tu_res are to be understood ·as the main ide~l directions, which is not 
. ' 

to supp~se that they can be realized at once. It is clear t.hat the most 
• 0 

urgent information needs are thos:e pertaining to de·.rel.opment ~perations 

'and it is on that basis that information systems should progressively,be 

organized. 

The three main_ features of an information strategy, as elaborated 

b~'low, are: 

a) 'The.' development of information procedures for the elaboration 
and analysis of regional plens and development programmes and 
J>rojects; 

ib) 
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b) The development of an over-all·information system which is both' 
descriptive and pYospective and which corresponds to a contextual 
approach to the incorporation of environmental considerations into· 
a definitiop of development .patterns; 

c) The. development· of. scienti f:it knr,>r,rleclge of. the 'environment and 
the social mechanisms that transform it• 

1 ~ Environwental information for ·specific: 
development projects and programmes 

An information strategy n~cessin:ily airr.s at long- term results, i.e. 

the establishment of a coherent and appropriate ipformation system .about the 

environment. Integrating. the environment into development planning ~annot 

afford to wait f.or its establishmento · Immediately available information. is 

required," .formulated in terms r~levant to the p1anner. These conditions 

imply that in parallel. with the ta.sk of increasing scientific knowledge of 

the environment (see next ·subsection), steps should be tak~n· to guiqe 

· e.nvironmental studies from a pianning viewpoint. 
. . 

Two types of-environmental study may be distinguished in this regard: 

a) Prospective studies preceding the concep·tion of a regional plan . 
or of a programme or project o'f developroent; these studies are . 
designed to orientate the conception of development operations; 

\ ' . ' . " 

b) Environmenta.l impact studies designed. t6 evaluate the consequences. 
of an already defined plan, programme or project; their feedback 
should permit the conception of development operations to be 
adjusted or a bet'ter choice, tq be made among options and .v.ariants 
or·clearer decisions to be taken as to whether or not,to carry 

·out a particular operatic~. 

Prospective studies should encomp~ss: 

a) the appreciation of eAinting &nd potential resources, which could 
be.brought'into.use or mob~iized for future develop~nt; 

b) the ipentification of constraints of limitations that must be 
accounted for; 

c) t_he gauging of aptituoes of var:i.'ous· spatial units for various 
uses or' act ivi ti.es; 

. . 
d) the drawing up of a table of .compl'ementa.ri.ties, comp;;ttibilities 

or incompatibilities between possible uses of resburces and 
spaces; this table wculd be related in particular to the~natur¢ 
of the impacts of thece various ~ses on the·environment.: 

These studies should be especially useful in elucidating ~he question 

of location12/ a~ of modes of reso•lr.ce use. It :should be noted that ,.in 

certain cases only an integrated mobilization of the various resources in 

a. particular area, allowing for complementarities, can render activities 

/economically 

36/ I.L. Me Harg, Design ~lith N~jJ:.l!!_g,, (New York, the Natural History, 
Press, 1969). 

' ' 

'•. 

' ' 
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econqiUicai1y '\fiable·· ,-r .. for example.,· ~he integr_ation ·.bet~een ca~tle-.ra·ising· 

·.and· ~ilvi.duiture; ··-AlSo, the~e· studies cannot be conceived· bnly ··as the.· 
' ' I • 

.tdentification of. "Q.Stural features •. · They shoul~ .also· throw 1-igh,t on the 

.. i1;1:i,tial s.ocia1 conqitions pertaining to the occupation· of space 'and the 

use of :r:esou.rces·, .. as.-.w~ll as· to the ,prev~ilin~ social patterns of ~production 
and• the importa{lce implied· in the e'iwironmental cond:t'tions ·and in .the·.cu,rrent 

-:use ·of resources for ec·onomic survival and the satisfaction of· the basic 

needs of.various groups in the population • 

. '•, 
. ' . . . 37/ 

.,Impact studie·s normal~y· comprise four logf.c.al steps:- .. .: 

a) Inventory of the initia)! s·tate of the ~n~ironment;, 

b)' .Ana~ysis of c1,1rrent proce-~ses and ·trends, giving an idea of the 
eyolution of the environment in ·the absence of the development 
activity to b~ ~orrsidered; 

.. c) Identificat:i.~n. and e;vatuat;i.op. ·of the impact.s of the activity; 
this analysis should specifically identify .t:,he population groups 
affected so as. to draw up an estintat;e of the importance of the 
impact by groups and by individuals;. ·· . · 1 . • 

d).··. A set of recommendations on 'the advantages and ·di,sadvantages of 
the-available options from the env~ronmental point of view, on 
the inodifi«ations to be made to the conceptic;m 6£ the activity, 

·or on the complementary .measures to be taken .to limit the_ 
- neg~tive impacts or afford real· co!!lPensa~ion ·to .. thos~ groups of 

·. the population adversely a~'fect·ed. ' ' 

' ' . ' '· , 
·Th.ese' twc;> types of study must be carried OUt by SpeCialii[JtS in close 

liaison with· planners to allow ·for a permanent adaptation· ·of the terms of 
. .. 

r~ference and of .the info'rmation needs, parti«ularly for the first type. of 

.study ... Als~ the approa~h t~ ~he" en~i~o~me~t sho~ld ... b~ conducted in two phases. 

In the. -first ·phas'e 'three objectives mUst ·be sought on the bas·is of 

~~is~ing info~tion and' brief :studies: · · · -· 

a): 'Sketching the general· framework an9 its brqad fea.tures, -i~e • 
geomorphology,- phiviometry-, winds, soils and r.eso~rces, land 
use, etc; · . :· · · . ,o 

·b). Identifying gaps in knowledge requir~ng further re·seatch, ~ith 
~pecial emphasis ~n those :which- are of high priorit:y for: planning;·. 

~)'. LQcating the'sensitive aspects of t~e environment and the likely 
points ·Of ruptur~ in the equil_ibri,a'~;' 

< . 
In the Second phas~, a descr.iptive approach, wh~ch cannot ·be exhaustiV«;! 

h ld b f 
381 . f. . . f . . . 1 .. 1. i . d h Thi s 04 : e oregone-. 1n· avour o a more se ect1ve y o,r ente approac • s 

impl:i.~s ·~h~ ·need to. se~r:ch f~r · informati~n def~ned 'in. f~rms per.tiu~~~ ~o .the 

/evaluatio? 

Principles and , . ').]_! R •. E~ Munn ed .~ ·Envirortniental !~pact ·Ass.essment: 
·Procedures,· Report 5, ·scoPE•Icsu·, -(Toronto, 1975). . .. 

I 

. 38/ Many environmental impact studies are filled tvith· static 
inventories of limited usefulnes·~. 
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evaluation of aptitudes-and of the limits fot the various uses envisaged 

end for evaluation of compatibilities, complementarities, or· incompatfbilities. 
. , . ' 

-Nortnally these two types of studies have their. own. specific roles, 
. , ' ·. . . ·- ' I 

_and it is their combination whic;h permits an effective integration of the . . . 

epvironment into development planning_.· In fact, impact· studies are often 

·given gre~ter priority than prospective ~tudies. Hawev~r~ ~asin? cQnsidera

tions of the environment only on impact analyses prelsents some. imp_?rtant 

.problems •. 

/ In th~ first place, it encou~ages a project QY project approach which· 

is not capable of elucidating interactions·between the impacts· of several· 
. . . 

projects or of apprehending more general effe<;ts (synergistic and cumulative 

ones). Impact analyses must t~us be part o~ a more general. approach which 

erico~asses ·several levels of planning •. 

Secondly, _in order to ~e effi~ient, the 11retrospective," approach of 

impact studies requires the c·onceptfon of development activi.ties· to be 
1 

very 
• I • 

flexible so as. to allow for 'mod~ficat_ions in the .lfght of the results of. 

these stud~es. Given the efforts involved ·in the preparation _of projects 
' I . 

and ·plans, and political pressures, however,. there is often much resis.tance 
-

to their .revis-ion except on a inarg~nal basis.. The preparation. 0~ variants 

is not a sufficitmt solu.tion ~or it. may pr9Ve that none is satisfactory· 
,. 

from the point of view·._.of the, environment. Also it must__ b~ recognize_q 

that measures based only on the findings of impact studies accord often . . . . 
with an ~mpH~it hypothesis that in~egrat~on of the envi,ronment re~u.ires 

rather ~rginal adjustments, as.opposed to.possibly fundamental modifications 

in the conception of development activit;ies. It is ,worth st-~essing again 

. . _/ 

the. importance of conceiving projects and programmes which.can be. progressively 
' • I# 

re~li~ed stage by stage without large indivisibilities and_ adapted in the 

· ,5:otirse of execution on the bas.if! of information .on ,imp~cts· ~·t successive stages: •. .. , . . . 

. Much analysis has· been· .devoted to ~~thods of evaluating imp~~·ts on 

the environment without there being .a_ clear. explana·t'ion ·of the meaning of 

these methods.in.relation.to decisiqn-making pr~cedures~. The commonly 

expressed need· to employ a single'unit,_of measure~~t for all costs and 

benefits would not seem to_be a sufficient reason ~~r falling back on a 

monetary evaluation of all ·impacts o·n the ~nvi-ronm:~nt: The ·institUtional 

decision-making p~oc_edure is bet~er clarified by .. a dis~gregated s~heme 

which specifically describe the impacts in real terms. by population groups.· 
' 

I . ' 

Of course, when the impacts have financial t:~percussion~--they must be 
I 

'evaluate~ in financial terms,' and this .goes for all consequences of an 

· /~conomic 

·t 
•) 

. ' 
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economic nature. But it is clear that reckoning in these terms should not 

~e intended to r~flect the total social evalua.tion, of these i~acts and is 
. l\ • 

only one factor in the over•all assessment made in a~cordance ·with the 

genetal criteria that guide .the ·over-all strat~gy of incorporating environ-~ 

mental considerations. · 

,2_~ · Towards an over-all prospes;.tive-oriented informatt'on system 
I 

Since the "con·textual" appr!Ja~h of the in.te~ation ~f ·the environment 

questions the various c.omponents. of developm.ent styles, the information 

strategy must contribute to situat.ing the status and evolution. of each 

,'component.' with' re~pect t~ the environment, whether it concerns consumption 

'·patte~ns, production techn~ques or. the use of space •. 
. ~ 

, To meet this requirement,_ it would be us'eful to set .up. progr~ssively 
1:. 

a systetn of social acc.ouh~ing f~r the environment comprising· the following: 

a) Accounts. of natural patrimon)T, .incl~ding the status of mineral 
, and biological resources and -spaces of scientific, esthetic or 
cultu~al value;·. . · 

1 •, 

' b)· Accounts of ·flows of materials and. energy; associated ·with 
resour·ce~ utilization, waste and pollutant .emission, and 'the 
av~ilability of use values for the satisfactian of needs. 
These flow accounts should permit an estimation· of 'the energy· 
conten-t 'by'' source ·of ~nergy and ·Of the material content of the 
composition of consumption aP~d of productive goods. They should 
also permit an ~stimation of.the proportions of total resources 
consumption accounted for both by the pro~uctio~ o~ goods and by 
the-ir utilization.. As far _as possible the~?e accounts ·should be 
drawn up on a geograp·h:i:cal basis that appruximates to the ecolo
gical distribution in order to be able to establish'more easily 
the-link 'between the recognized .set of flows,. the evolution of 
natural patrimony and the set of processes of evolution or · 
.tr~nsformati~.n; ·- · · . · . . 

c) A: set. of- indicators of the natural environment t~hich describes 
along the· lines of· territorial Breakdown compatible with that 
adopted for the flow accounts, ·the status of the environment 
and the 'cur-rent processes of transformations . (in res.pec·t of, 
for. example, changing plant' coverage; th~ transformation or · 
disappearance of aquatic fauna and flora, pollution .or chemical 
degradatiOn. of the 'soii, and changing patterns of ~a~d occupa-tion). 
If• the flow accounts ·are intended to evaluate withdr·awals. and 
waste,. these env~ronmental .. indicator-s s'hould s.how the dynamic 
consequences of human activities on the envirdnment. This 
system of indic~tors should also permit'classification of 
spatial units consider.ed .. according to levels of ecological risk 
arisingeither out of specific ecological ·sensitivities, or out 
of particular vulnerabilities to natura~ disasters (seismi~, 
flood and desertification risk etc.);. 

/d) 

\ 
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d) A set of social environmental indicators which conGe~ves of the 
environment in terms of man's over-all habitat, _Lee c'onditions 
of access ,to resources and space, sanita.ry and housing .c·onditions 
etc. These indicators would be specified b~ population groups; 

e) Econ.omic environl'!\E!ntal accounts evaluating inputs ()f manpower and 
resources devoted di~ectly ·to th~ protecti.on or -improvement of 
the environment or to the management of resources, and which 
also est~mate, as far ~s possible, the' lev~l~.of costs associated 
with options least damaging for the e~vironment that are accepta
ble.. As a counterpart to these accounts, there ought also to be 
eva1uai:ed the environmental benefits resulting from -these 'effort~ 
at protection a~d improvement, even though in many cases econc;:>mic 
estimati9ns may.be difficult. 

I 
\I 

This social accounti,ng o'f the environment shou~d 'be comPlemented by 
' -. I • 

more narrowly defined studies with sectoral or local perspectives on the 

relationship betWeen the environment and the main featur~s of.the development 
I . .. • " 

strategy, e.g. mo~ographs on agricultural techniques, on modes of resource 

managenimt etc. The ·analysis of the real· impacts (audits) of completed or 

·on-going development projects on the environment would here be of great 

v:alue and' should be undertaken in a· systematic manner, as· it has' been 

alre~4Y mentio~ed. 

Fin;ally, over-all development planning would be helped 't!Y a spec;i.fic, 

type of information in ord~r to wake-meaningful decisions ofoconsequence 

. (so--called "decisions lourdes'Ji/) which ·e~sure sensitive nrutations in 

development styles and which le?ve their mark on the social, economic, 

technics~ and material content ~f ,these styles. These de-cisions might, 

for example, be concerned with the growtp of automobile transpqrtation, the 

introduction of nuclear sources· of 'eme~gy, or gre'en.. r~volution ·_techn,ique.s, 

the spread_ of the market economy in rura~ ar~as, or on 1land reform. 

Such groups of decisions have s~cial and possibty environmental 

effects which are more than marginal and oftep. comP.lex, re:'ulting from 'a-
. \ . 

combi11ation ·of .'numerous factors ·and induced changes... They th~s call ·for 

information of a prospective nature which elucidates a whole range of 

conseque~ces and which is not confined to a narrow analysis of the ecqnomic 

b.alance. It is to this requirement that "technology assessment" provides 

the an'swer; conceived to clar'ify major technological options "technology 

assessment·" has become gradually elaborated so as to serve as an analytical 
40/ instrument of complex social problems.--

/In 

39/ P. ·Lagadec, Les Dossiers de la Nouvelle Croissance: 1 Decisions 
Lourdes e't Environnement, (Paris CIRED. ·secretariat General du Haut Comite 
de l'Erivironneme~t,.~nistere de la Qualite de la Vie, June 1976). · 

~/ F. Hetman, La· Societe e.t la maitrise de la technologie, (Paris, 
OCDE, 1973); and Revue Internationale des Sciences Sociales, Numero Special, 
"Evaluation sociale de la technologie", v'oi. XXV no. 3, April· 1973. · 

J' 
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In the perspective of the integration of the environment into 

development planning it is useful· to build such analyses-arouna four types 
' ,: . 41/ 

of problem area:--

a) · Analysis of a social orient~d "mission" (e. g. nutrition), ·or 
' of a problem··(e.g. coping with ·natural disasters); 

b) Analysis o~ technoiogical paths; 

c) Analysis of resource sets; 
I' 

d) Analysi'S of a spatial complexJ 
. . . ' 

3. Programmes of scientific knowledge about the environment 

) 

Basic knowledge is a genera~ condition for imprqving planning and 

it involves the development of various scientific disciplines.. However· an 
. . . 

attempt'.must be made· to build up comprehensive knowledge of· the capacities 

and' workin~s of the vario~s' systems (e.g. geomorphorlogical, hydrol~gical 

~nd phytp-ecological), so as to build up an over•all and systemic ecological. 

i knowledge which takes account of the total functioning of ec.o-systems. 
I 
I • Knowledge of the environmen-t·, more_over, shol!ld go beyond knowledge 

of the natural rabit~t'to fully .comprehend t4e interactions between man and 

.·,nature. For this reason, it would seem desirable to undertake e set of 

'monographs on situations that are contrasted' in terms of socio-economic and 
' . 
! natural conditions. The_ p!Jrpose of these studies woulc:l be to elucidate the 

; various regulating mechani~ms which ~nsure that certain societies succeed in 
I 

' reproducing their habitat and their kin, and the social factors or transfer-
- ·. 
· imations which partially inhibit the·full workings of these-mechanisms. Some 

I 
bas~c material a~ready exists in monographs est~blished by anthropologists 

; ·and geographers' (such ·as those on the nomad pastoral i'sts of the sahelian 
I . ' • . . • 

·region). But what is new ·-at stake is the systematic reappraisal of this 
1, 
,mater·ial. It is worth noting that some geographer propose to redefine 

42/· ' geography in this way.-. . , r 

VJ.. THE FORMATION AND EXPRESSioN OF SOCIAL PREFERENCE'S: 
TOWARDS PA.llTICIPATION PLANNING . 

The question of sociai preferences is one of the most delicate. 

Analysis of'e~ortomic propositions about preferences in this context well 
' ' 

illustrates the ambiguity of the question and the way it can be manipulated. 

How for example is the relative influence to be determined· between on_ one 
. I 

hand genuine values or choices· and on the other, tho~e whose expression 

.emerg~s from social structures within which the positions of power, material 

-/wealth 

_41/ o. Godard,~ al.; 1975. 

42/ J. Tricart, L'Ecoge~graphie, Paris, Ed. Herodote, 1979. 
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wealth and access to educati~n· are pr~foundiy unequal? There is an ill

defined borderline between. the .revealing 9£ preferences and their manip~la-

tions. 
I ' 

For that reason, social preferences can on no accou,nt be considered 

as· an exoge~ous assumpti:on. f<>r planning purposes, Information and the 
. ' 

elaboration and expr-ession·o.f social p-references represen,t one of the mo'st 
I 

important .tasks that' to ·be· undertaken. Since market behaviour, for r·easons 
\ ' . noted above, is an insuf~icient basis for the orientation of development 

planning and particuiarly ·for- the incorpor~tion of environmental .consider.a-
' . . 

tiona, the elaboration of social: pref;erences, except if, they a:re !. priori 

considered to be expre.ssed by the· choices of .the ·e~isting p~litical and 

'adm~nistrative. 'decis~on-makers; .'can only be brought ~bout ;thrqugh ·th~' 
• • I ' ' ' 

w~dest possible participati~n of the population,'in the identification of 

probl~ms and n,eeds, in the definition of prio~ities and in the ·choice of 

o.ptio'ns. •' 

In addition to the respecting of d~mocratic principles (which is 
• -,I • 

more than a minor consideration), and in ·a!idition to its function .c>f 

elaborating social pref~rences, popular participat;ion may be j~s~if~ed in 

two further ways. 

·In the first place participation ~~kes pos~ible in so· far as 
. I ' 

determination of the objective~· of actions taken accox:ds w.'ith the interests 

of the participants·.- a gre~te'r awareness of alfeady ~vailable information 

and knowledge of their envirom:nent.- It would he difficul't. in practice to 

. h·ave acces~ to such infor~tio~ by· other means. Also, par~icip'a.tion may - . 

. / 

enhance the utilization of und,er- or unemployed ·human resources in develop-
. . ' . ' . . ~ 

met'lt activities, e.g. s'easonally une~loyed manpo"~et (the role of' wljl.ich 
. , ... . 

could be crucial in carrying out activities of protection or upgrading of 
. • . . . , , . . I ' 43/ .. , r 

the environment in a snort- or long-term perspective).--, 

Secondly, participation itse~~ embodies-an educative process 

essenfial for familiarizing. th~ paX:~i<;ipants, ari~ _their socio-economic 

interests, _into human behaviour and the-reby' increas~s·. the general level of 
. . 

awareness about the. relationshiPs between.man ~nd resources. 

,However,_ even once the value of.particip~tory,planning is recognized, 
..::. ' • I 

:it should. qe noted that the elaboration of social .preferences cannot O?lY 
. -' 

rely ·on a 'collective pr<;>cess res_ulting' from ·the workings of appropriate 

/institutions. 

43'/ i. Sachs, 1'Environmen'tal auality management and development 
planning"':* Econoroic and Political We~kly,. vol. VI~ no. 30-32, special 
number (:Bombay, J~ly 1971)• ' .. 
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insti.tutions. It must also allow public decisio~-making bod~es SOI)le autonomy 

for evaluation nr.d action'; individual preference~ in other words, cannot be 

the sole guide in emrirqnmental considerations. 
I 

Thus, abstracting from the proble·m of con.fUcts between the prefer-

ences of indiyiduals or groups in the population, middle-level institutions 
! ' 

must p~ay a role in co-ordinating~ but also somet~mes going beyond, the 
I· 

prefet~r.ces e~cpressed at the grass-roots level. · This relati.ve autonomy of 

public institutions 
441 

is' required by sooe vossible shortcom~ngs ·of popularly 

In the fir~t·place it may be observed that preferences or attitudes 

. in respect of environmental problems depend on the relationship of th~se. 
• • I 

problemo and their solutions to the ~tructure of society.· For example, 
' . 

ce1·tain .activities of. environmental· protection are' pe~ceived by the poor 

sectors of the ·population as he in~ of gain to the· :rich or the· landowning 

class-. In such circumstances, preferenc!'!s cannot be ·taken directly as 
I .· 

planning guides. ' 

Secondly, given the aP-embracing nature of environmental problems ' 

which are·beyond the control of each-individual, the 

and the. "isolation. parad'ox'&/·,~p'ply strongly to t~e 
' 

environment. Individual preferences depend a 

"assut.ance_ problem" 

question of t:he 

good,9eal on a conviction 

th~t. tne prefe.rences of others are similar. especii:ql.y where there is a 

n,eed of a collec,tive organization. ~n this case, ~ollective preference 

expressed by an inst.itution .preeli\PtS ind~vidual prt:iference,s. 

Thirdly, there .. is a marked difference between a "needs logic" 
. ' ~ . 

appr·oach and an. approach guided by. popular prefere~ces. "Needs logic" is 
. . ' 

defined in absol:ute,. and· pr~ferences in· relative te'rms •. Hence for example, 

if it is observed that the·~oorest groups -manifest weak preferences in 

favour of-the environt.lent, it cannot be deduced that they have no need for 
/ ' ' I • 

a healthy ~nvironment,. or indeed th_at their ne~d is any the leds than that 

of the better-off. Furthermore, ·the ·con.cept of needs-- despite the difficulty 
I 

of c~ncrete definition - ten~s to be objective. while preferences ·ar~ by · 

"definltion subjective, depending. on psycho-sociological and .c~ltural · cond.itions 
. ~ 

t.rhich may be ~he ·expressi'on of ind:tvidual or collective liberty, a's -.:rell as 

alienation. The real difficuity.is determining priorities on the basis 

both of pr~ferences aQd of needs. 
/Finally, 

44/ WQich does not .however mean ex~mption from all dew~cratic control. 
-

45/ A .. K~· Sen, "Iso~ation,- assurance and the social rate of discount.", 
Q.uarte~ly Journal of Economics, .vol. 81, 1967. 
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, Finally~ and this is a standard observation, the tempor~l hor-izon 

of individuals and group~ in the population is unlikely· to b~ ,the s~me a~ 

that w~ich should be assume~ for coll~ctive 1 future welfare. 

In view of the above, the incorporation of the· environment into 

development planning trust be, as in other areas of decision-making, 'the 
• • I 

outcome of pressures from public decision-roake·rs, the preferences and needs 
·•· ' f ' • 

of the population, and the· conflicting interests of social groups. 
'' 

·However p~rti.cipa~ory planni'ng can also be conceived as a means of 

changing power relationships in a.way that favou1;:s ~he interests of the 

populati9n and notably .those of the least privileged. Among the key factors 

is making available to the population_ appropriate infor~ation on environmental . 
problems, corresponding to their areas of concern. In this particular respect 

many proposed methodologi~s for envi:rori.Jr.ental analyses or ~impact stt,tdies are 

basically insufficient because .of the high level of te~hnical. soph~sti~ation 

they assume. 
. . 

To conclu~e- this· examination 'of some of the methodological and 

institutional·problems posed by the ihcorpora~ion of the environment into 

development planning, certain pr~ority actions may be highlighted: 

a) Evaluations l!lllSt be carried out on the impac.ts on the' euv~ronment 
of completed projects or prog!arm:n.es .of developme~t, by tYpe; 

b) The widest possible information should be gathered', analyzed and 
disseminat~d· on the pr·actical options available for the .conception 
of products and techniques; ' ·- · 

' .. 
c) There should be devised and•diffused bas.ic l!lethodological. gu:Lde

lin~s to tackle in a practical manner and in a perspect~ve . 
assumed by this paper, the 'vari·ous types of prol?lem arising 

·out of.the interface between. the envi~onment and development; . . 
d) . Institutional means should be sy'stematically tried that permit 

wide popular. participation, the horizontal inte~gration of 
development; adaptation to the specific conditions of the 
env'ironment ~nd the establi.shment of contractu~! relationship 
between the socio-economic inte~~sts concerned._· 

----~-~-----------~~------------a 
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